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I NTRODUCTION 
The Bach f B..r'uily is_, without a doubt, one of the greatest 
musical famili es that ever existed. There have been gr eat musicians 
throut;h the ages who were at a loss as to the heredity of their 
musical talent; this v1as surely not so in the Ba ch family . I n t his 
case, i f the musical t alent were not present the par ents woul d be at 
a oss as to why such a thing had occurred. 
Unfortunately, <Johann Sebastian Bnch overshadowed all other 
members of his f amily to such an extent that they have been somenhat 
overl ooked. 
The ai m of this thesis is not only to show t he position of 
Johann Bernhard Bach and Johan..11 Ernst Bach in general music hi story , 
but also t o . present them as competent composers in their own right; 
not merely as relatives of Sebast ian Bach . 
iv 
THE LIFE OF . JOH1{NN BERNHARD BACH 
J ohann Bernhard Bach, son of Aegi ius Bach, was born in Erfurt on 
November 23, 1676. He is considered to be the most distinguished of 
the Erfurt line descended from Johann Bach. He was elected organist 
at the Kaufmans-Yirche in Erfurt. As his fame spr ead about the district 
he was called to Iviagdeburg to fill a sim..i.lar position. From 1Lagdeburg , 
in 1703, he went to Thuringia as succes sor to his cousin Johann Christ oph 
Bach, the organist at Bisenach. In addition to his work as organist he 
acted as musician (Kammer-Musicus) in the court orchestra of Duke 
Johann "Tilhelm of Saxe-Eisenach. He die d, holding that office, o.n 
June 11, 1749. 
His compositions include four suites or Overtures, the manuscripts 
of which were , in 1939, in the Preussische Staatsbibliothek i n Berlin . 1 · 
The F'irst Overture in G minor, however, was published in 1920 by 
Breitkopf and Hartel, Leipzig (ed. Alexander F'areanu) and will be 
investigated here . He also wrote a nwnber of organ chorales, four of 
which are published in modern r-eprint editions; the availability of the 
four published organ chorales will be discussed under the chapter 
dealing with the organ works of Bernhard Bach. Before starting on this 
analysis of the G minor Overture the history of the Suite-Overture 
before J ohann Bernhard Bach will be discussed. 
1. It proved impossible to the writer of this thesis to find out 
whether they are still in existence. 
.1 
THE HISTORY OF THS SUITE BEFORE BERNHARD BACH 
To trace the history of the baroque suite as we know it in the 
works of Johann Sebastian bach, we must go back to its English and 
German prototypes. In Morley 's Plaine and easie Introduction to 
Practicall l,~usicke (1597) the first allusion to dance music brings 
to view the pavans, galliards, almanes, ~nd branles. Of the four, 
the first two were not enly the more popular (for they were used exten-
sively for dancing in the time of Queen Elizabeth) but also the more 
important since the composers of the period wrote music on the general 
styles of these dances which were appreciated by the public as much 
for their chamber music quality as for their purpose of accompaniment 
for dances. 
The origin of the suite is derived fr om the realization of the 
contrast between the different dance forms, not only in meter, but also 
in the mood and tempo of the succeeding dances. Out of this idea grew 
the practice of combining diverse dance forms in a unit . These forms, 
though very contrasting to each other, and representing different 
nationalities, would still be obviously tied to the whole by the link 
which ran through the votl ole 11 suite," that link being the uniformity 
k 2. o ~ ey. 
2. According to c. Hubert H. Parry in the Oxford History of Music, the 
identity of keys in all sections "stems from books of Songs to be 
accompanied on the lute and its reason was in order to avoid re-
tuning the open bass strings of the lute between one song andthe 
next . " Oxford History of Music, Volume III, Page 257. 
2 
While the pavans and galliarctJ\vere very important precursors of 
the suite, they dropped out of fashion around 1650 and ·were replaced 
by ~llemandes~and courantes which were already being used as a central 
working point toward the coming suite form (Kindermann c. 1645; 
Froberger suites c. 1649). 
In England the forerunners of the suite were usually called 
lessons or suites of lessons. In I taly, dance groups along similar 
lines were called Senate ~ Camera. In Germany they were called Parties 
or Partitas, and in France, ordres. 
In France t he development of the suite was in the direction of 
the clavier. Although the French did not r ecognize it as a musical 
form, they made important contributions to its general development, 
1\ such as their refinement of the formerly rather plain allemande, 
!1 sarabande , courante , and gi gue (which had come to be recognized as 
II 
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the nucleus of the suit e), and the addition of t heir numerous dances 
which were admitted to the repertory of the optional group of the suite. 
The word ' optional ' is u sed to denote the position in the suite held 
by free dance forms, that is, dances outside o f the nucleus , such as, 
Gavotte, Fassepied , Loure, Rondeau, etc. 
'fhe German clavier composers, however, recognized the possibility 
of c.. h i !Sh art form in the dance gr oups and worked toward a purification 
of t hat form . 3oon the uniformity of the distribution of movements 
3. The terms pavan and galliard are usually seen top,ether, and are 
treat ed either as a pair or individually. 
3 
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was noticeable . Around 1650 the prevailing type of suite was in three 
movements: allemande, courante, and sarabande. Through the German 
i nfl uence we ftnd the earliest form of the complete suite around the 
beginning of the 18th Century . Certain definite principles concerning 
the grouping of the movements were generally known and accepted. 
'l'hese are f ound in the clavier suites of Johann Krieger (Sechs 
Mt:ciY.o.lbche Partien, 1697,; D.T. B. 18) . These suites follow the 
order of allemande , courante, sarabande; gigue , and optional dance 
form~ I n the clavier suites of Pachelbel (1699 ; D.T.B. 2.i) the 
arrangernent was slightly different { al.l~nde, courante, a number of 
optional dances , saraband~ gigue) but still close enough in respect 
to the four main dances to show that a nucleus of the suite had evolved 
and h'3.d become the accepted type of the a rt form. 
The German orchestral suites differ quite e:A'tensively from the 
clavier suites. In the orchestral works of men like Fischer (d. 1721) 
and Cousser (d . 1727) we find no nucleus of dance forms as in the 
clavier suite . The movements , although they occasionally use a 
gavotte , sarabande, or gi~~' have no definite order. The suite consists 
of a long collection of movaments with names such as Gavotte £Our ~es 
Italiens, f.,Ii nuet pour des Francoise, or Les I.:armitons. Interspersed 
with these dances are gavotte, gigue_, or sarabande . This type of form 
is also used in the G minor Overture of Bernhard Bach . There is no 
nucleus of ~lemande, sarabande, courante, and gigue . The work is made 
up entirely of optional dances, as follows: !1-ondeau, Air, Loure , and 
Passepied. The same idea is found in the orchestral suites of Johann 
4 
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Sebastian Bach which consist entirely of optional dances (with 
occasionally gavotte and gigue) but in no definite order. In 
<fohann Sebastian Bach 1 s clavier suites, however, (English and French 
suites and Partitas) the clavier suite form is followed with no 
deviations. 
Cousser enriched the German suite by the addition of the French 
Overture. 'Ihe suite up to his time had either no introduction, 
or employed a short prelude. This contribution was employed extensively 
by the later suite composers, and since Johann Bernhard Bach also uses 
the Overture in his Suite, the history of the Overture up to his time 
llill be outlined here . 
II 
I 
HISTORY OF Trlli FRENCH OVERTUR~ BEFOR~ BERNHARD BACH 
The French Overture as such was introduced by Lully in his ballet 
Alcidiane (1658) . It became the first s t andard type of Overture. The 
model for this overture was probably the Venetian Overture ("canzona" 
overture, slow-fast). It begins with a ponderous dotted rhythm, then 
turns to a fugal second part . The form of the Overture was biparti te: 
a cadence on the dominant separated the slow and fast section, both 
of which were repeated.4. 
There is an erroneous conception that the French Overture is in 
three part form because of the broad adagio passage following the 
fugal allegro_ In most examples of the overture we find that the closing 
adagio is usually a coda to the allegro r ather than a separate movement. 
There exist, however, French Overtures in Which the closing movement 
is enlarged to the degree where it can be called another movement. 
As we have mentioned above, the French Overture was merged with 
the suite by Cousser. The Overture was followed by a series of 
optional dances which were not required to be in any definite order. 
4. Bukofzer : hlusic ~ the Baroque ::!".:r<f, page 159. 
6 
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BERNHARD BACH1S OV::RTUHE IN G MINOR 
for Solo Violin and String Orchestra 
The manuscripts of the four Overtures of Johann Bernhard Bach are 
·1 not in the hand of Bernhard Bach, but in that of Sebastian Bach. Johann 
Sebastian Bach attached such great value to these compositions that he 
copied out the greater part of the orchestral parts while he was at 
Leipzig. 5. 
In using an early edition of the Gro~ Dictionar.z. ~ 1/usic the 
writer found that the overtures of Bernhard Bach were written in the 
style of Telernann. 6• At the present time the only available suite by 
, Telemann is the suite in h mi nor for solo flute and string orchestra.?• 
This suite has a French Overture which is followed by diverse free 
dances which do not follow in any set order. These dances do not form 
an established nucleus, but have free titles , such as, Air~ l'Italien, 
Rejouissance, etc. 
At the present time the Grninor Overture of Bernhard Bach is the 
only one of the f ur available, therefore we must confine ourselves 
to this over ture for an example of Bernhard Bach 1 s instrumental style. 
5. Spitta: Life £[ Johann Sebastian Bach, VolQme I, page 26. 
6. Gro~ Dictionary of ]/iusic : Volwre 1, page 145 , Ed. I (1911) 
?. Published by E. Eulenberg, Leipzig and Vienna, 1936e 
I 
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The 110verture 11 uses the irmovation of Johann Cousser. It is a suite 
introduced by a French Overture in the traditional style. Also the 
dances following the Overture use none of the established working 
points of the clavier suite, such as t he nucleus of allemande, sarabande , 
courante, and gigue. 'The suite is made up entirely of optional dances, 
such as passepied, air, loure, rondeau, and · fantaisie . The work is 
scored for Violino Concertato and a Ripieno orchestra consisting of 
two violins, viola, and continuo. It employs a combination of Suite 
and Concerto form. The Violino Concertato is introduced in the fugal 
allegro section of the Overture. 
The key signature of the Overtur e is one flat although the music 
is and remains in G minor. 'There was at this time a rather common 
practice of marking in the key signature one less flat than was required 
by the actual key. This was done in co~oositions in the minor mode 
so that the composer would have the ascending melodic minor scale at 
his disposal with ohly the necessity of adding an alteration for the 
leading tone . This method did away with tbe augmented second which 
is present in the harmonic minor scale. 
The Overture itself is in three part form since the closing slow 
section is long enough to be considered a separate division in itself 
and is very definitely related to the opening slow section. Both slow 
parts employ the required dotted rhythms, and the maestoso mar king and 
mood gives the char acter of pomp and dignit y . The maestoso sections 
actually consist of the two outer voices, V · olin I of the ripieno and 
the · continue line. 'Ehe irmer voices have parts which are more harmonic 
8 
than melodic . 
There is a d<=Jf:tnite connection between the two slow se ctions, both 
rhythrn.ical.ly and harmonically. Rhythmically the last seven measures 
of both slow sect ions ar e identical- Harmonically, these seven measures 
are slightly different. In the opening slow section we find that the 
greater part of the harmonies are in D minor, and the modulation to 
1
1 
D minor starts at the beginning of the seven measures . One of the 
~~ characteri sties of the French suite is, as we have already mentioned, 
t hat t he opening slow section should end on the dominant to lead either 
to the repetition of that section or to the allegro. Bernhard Bach 
empl oys ,j minor harmonies so that he may end the section on a tie rce 
de Picardiewhich will equal the dominant of the tonic key. In this way 
he also achieves the contrast which is so essential to interestit~ 
music; that contrast is the short absence from G minor tonality and 
the return to it with either the repetition of the ~ction or completely 
new material. The corresponding seven measures of the closing slow 
section are almost identically the same except that they are in the key 
of G minor . Since it is the cl osing section it must end in tl1e tonic 
key . However , the harmonies, without considering pitch, are exactly the 
s~ne as the ones in the corresponding ~Basures of the opening section. 
Bernhard Bach has taken these measures from the first slow section 
and has transposed them directly into G minor where they are employed 
as the closing measures of t he second s l ow section and of the 
Overture itself . 
9 
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The openine maestoso section begins as follows: 
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The middle or allegro section is, as in most French Overtures, 
a fugato, without a definite countersubject . Its subject is as follows : 
I £~ 1 I i f 1 I i f 7 li1iJpfJ Jl 
with the answer 
J IJ!l!llO , 
As was mentioned above, these Overtures of Bernhard Bach were 
found in the manuscript of Sebastian Bach . It does not seem to be out 
of the question that Sebastian Bach would hesitate to take themes from 
them for his own use, since he attached enough importance to these works 
to copy out the parts. There appears to be a similarity between this 
fugue subject and a theme of Johann Sebastian Bach that cannot be 
allotted to coincidence alone. 
The following theme is taken from the Sonata in B minor for 
Flute and Clavier. Even a superficial examination of the two themes 
should show the reader the great similarity between the two with con-
sideration to the diminution involved. 8• 
There are a few changes in the sequence of notes in the Sebastian 
Bach melody which alter the aspect of the theme entirely and make the 
melody much more appealing • 
• 
There is another analogy with a melody of Johann Sebastian Bach 
which may be less obvious than the first, but since the above similarity 
cannot be denied, perhaps the suggestion of the instrument and the key 
may justify this second comparison. I refer to the Suite in B minor for 
Flute and String Orchestra.9• 
8 . 
9. 
Spitta : Life of Johann Sebastian Bac%, page 26, Volume I, mentions 
the similarity between the Bernhard ach Suite and the Sebastian 
Bach B minor Sonata. 
The similarity of the G minor overture of Bernhard Bach with the 
B minor Suite of Sebastian Bach was suggested to the writer by 
Dr. Karl Geiringer. 
11 
To take this fact as a working hypothesis we can easily see that 
the Sebastian Bach melody was taken from the Bernhard Bach fugue 
subject, and not vice-versa since it would be foolish for any composer 
to take a theme, alter it, and have it come out inferior to the one he 
copied. According to this we can also deduce that Bernhard 0 ach, if 
not the originator of the combination style, was at least the earlier 
of the two to attempt such a style . That Sebastian Bach takes the 
melody of Bernhard Bach and sets it for the Flute in the very expressive 
key of B minor indicates that he must have thought the combination 
better than the G minor setting by Bernhard Bach. It is, then, not 
inconceivable to think that he would use the same combination (Flute 
and B minor again in a style comparable to the style exploited by 
Be~nhard Bach. The above information alone would be almost enough to 
establish a relationship between the two suites, but when upon examining 
the fugato theme of the B minor suite we find in the opening measure the 
identical syncopation of the first measure of the Bernhard Bach Overture, 
we are leaving too much tocoincidence . 
The fugato theme of Johann Sebastian Bach's B minor Suite is as 
follows: 
r 11!rr i f I i f r flitr t 
2 
To return to the Bernhard Bach Overture, we find that the voices 
in the fugato enter in the order of Violin I, Violin II, Viola, and sass 
and Continuo . The Solo 'Violin enters on the Z7th mef:!sure of the allegro 
section, after the exposition of the fugato is completed and the 
instruments have played a tutti passage. The ripieno orchestra plays 
an outline of the fugato subject vb ile the solo violin plays an 
eighth note scale passage on it . 
n L 1 _L_.o__L 
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fter eight measures of accompaniment, the ripieno orchestra drops 
out and the Solo Vi olin proceeds with the continuo which plays a 
se~uential accompaniment. At the next tutti passage, the Solo Violin 
plays a countertheme of its own against the fugato subject imich has 
appeared in the second violin part. The first violin accompanies the 
Solo Violin, sometimes playing in thirds with it and at other times 
playing harmonic filler sections. A.fter six measures of development 
of the fugato subject in the Violin IT, the answer is taken up by the 
continuo while the Viola and Vj_olin II play harmonic parts made up of 
the rhythm of the subject . At the continuo entry the Solo Violin and 
Violin I play a Lmison countersubject theme for ten measures . The 
harmonies of this section lean toward D minor and thence to BP major . 
7Then the dominant of BP major is reached there is a middle entry 
in B ~ major (relative major of G 1ninor) which is played by the Solo 
Violin and Violin I . ~gainst this the continuo plays a countersubject. 
After the subject is played once in Bb major, it is repeated immediately 
in the next four measures in G minor by the same instruments playing 
t he srune material with t he change in key. 
It is not necessary to go through the whole of the allegro section 
since the remainder consists of much the same material a s above , There 
are tutti and solo passages . The tutti passages usually have the fugato 
subject present in one of the voices, either in the form of subject, 
answer , or as a major or r:>inor .middle entry. The solo passages are 
usually accompanied by continuo alone, but sometimes also with Viol in I 
to fill in the figures of the Solo Violin. 
' 4 
!i ~~~ The allegro section ends with a ritardando leading into the 
I
I 
closing maestoso section which ends the Overture . 'rhe Solo Violin 
I' I plays in unison with Violin I to the end of the movement . 
Air 
The first of the succeedinf dance movements is named simply Air. 
1his .setting is found ~uite frequently in the optional dance sections 
of the clavier suites composed around and after 1700. It is of a homo-
phonic rather than polyphonic natur e , a'1cl is someti:n3s compared to a 
"song without words " setting .10• The Ai r is essentially a melody on a 
solo instrtLrne nt or group of instruments which is strictly accompanied by 
the other voices. 
This setting by Bernhard Bach is in t wo main sections, the first in 
G minor and the second largely in B ~ major , with each section repeated .. 
The form of the movement may be considered an A - B - .'\. ' since the last 
four measures of both sections are the sa.me with the exception of the keys 
involved ( the last four measures of the first section are modulating 
toward ·. D maj or chord while the l ast f our measU!'es of the second section 
are modulating toward G minor tonality). The melodic material in these 
measures are exactly the sarr~ . 
The melody, played as a solo by the Violino Concer tato, is accom-
panied by the Violins and Viole. which play harmonic parts set in the 
pat tern '1 .1:'(1 i rr:t, and by the continuo which plays ari eighth note 
10. Apel: Harvard Dictionary ~ lc~usic, 5th Ed., paee 20 . 
5 
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basic rhythm countermelody against it. 
The opening measures of the Air melody are as follows: 
Rondeau 
The Rondeau is a 17th Century dance movement in which the main 
theme is repeated with new themes inserted between the repetitions 
of the main subject . 
In the Rondeau by Bernhard Bach, the principal theme is played 
by the complete orches tra while the subsidiary themes are played as a 
solo by the Violino Concertato with harmonic accompaniment by the 
other instruments. The form of this Rondeau is A-B-A-B 1-A . There is 
a peculiar relationship between the subsidiary themes and the main 
theme. This is in the fact that the closing bars of both subsidiary 
themes employ the opening measure of the main theme, but in a different 
key, for example, in the first subsidiary theme , a section of the 
principal melody is heard in the relative Major key of B ~ and in the 
second subsidiary theme is heard in the key of the dominant minor 
16 
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(D minor). This little pattern serves to lead directly into the 
exact repetition of the main theme. 
The principal theme is as follows: 
It is introduced by the Solo Violin and Violin I in unison. 
At the termination of the principal theme, the Solo Violin continues 
in a scale passage which is almost exactly the same as the entry of 
the Solo Violin in the fugato section of the Overture. This first 
subsidiary theme is played by the Solo Violin with harmonic accompani-
ment by the Ripieno orchestra. It consists mainly of scale and se-
quential passages. The opening measures of the first subsidiary theme 
is as follows: 
~ \.. 
Cotl. 
On returning to the principal theme, the Solo Violin and Violin I 
are once again in unison throughout the repetition. The Solo Violin 
is alone in the playing of the second subsidiary theme. This theme 
although not the same as the first subsidiary theme, is very similar 
to it in the material presented. It begins as follows: 
7 
~ --
On the completion of this theme, the Ripieno orchestra joins the 
Solo Violin in the closing repetition of the principal theme. The 
four measures before each return to the principal subject, wherein 
a reminiscence of the main theme is heard, may be considered an 
episode between themes. 
Loure 
The next dance, a Loure, is of 17th Century origin. It is 
usually in 6/4 time, whereas in this Overture it is in 3/4 time. 
The traditional Loure is a movement made up mainly of dotted rhythms 
which lean heavily on the strong beats. 
The Loure by Bernhard Bach is in an overall A-B-A form. Each 
section of the three part form is divided into two parts; both sections 
of the A part have twenty measures while both sections of the B part 
have only eight measures. If, however, the first section were to be_ 
thought of as being in 6/4 time, it would make that section only ten 
measures in length for each section instead of twenty. This would 
make the Loure more in proportion and in scale with the older form. 
-= =---:- =-= --==-=- --== = -
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In both A sections the melody is taken by Violin I of the Ripieno. 
The Solo Violin is not employed until the middle section. The opening 
theme is as follows: 
The middle section is very contrasting to the opening section, 
both in the sequence of notes and in the rhythms employed. Where the 
opening melody used dotted rhythms and no scale passages, the melody 
of the middle section uses no dotted rhythms whatsoever, but employs 
scale passages and inserts p?tterns consisting of large skips in the 
Solo Violin part. The theme of the middle section begins as follows: 
The movement closes with a da capo return to the opening section. 
Fantaisie 
The Fantaisie is a 16th and 17th Century form which is usually 
II 
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contrapuntal, but not in the stricteat sense of the word. The word 
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Fantaisie was earlier linked with 11 a free flight of fancy," which to 
our eyes seems rather strange since in looking at the various Fantasias 
at this time we cannot see anything which would justify the term. 
However, looking at these compositions from a 16th or 17th Century 
viewpoint we can understand how the composers felt if they were allowed 
to write in an idiom which permitted certain opportunities not found in 
the realm of strict counterpoint. This would certainly lead them to 
think that they were enjoying a "free flight of fancy. 11 
The Fantaisie by Bernhard Bach is, for the most part, in this ·free 
contrapuntal idiom. There are sections, however, that are definitely 
harrnonic. The form of the movement is that of the classical Concerto 
Grosso, that is, a rondo-like alternation of a tutti-ritornello with 
varying episodes for the Violino Concertante. 
The theme used throughout the movement is introduced by the Violin I 
of the Ripieno . It is a theme which lends itself easily to contra-
puntal treatment, and the accompaniment of it is also treated contra-
puntally. The first four measures . of the full score are as foll ows: 
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The main theme is used throughout the movement as a basis for 
accompaniment and as the subject of the tutti passages. It is employed 
as a "middle entry" in the key of B ~ major, and serves as a source for 
motifs taken to form an accompaniment against the solo passages. 
The Solo Violin is introduced in the eleventh measure of the 
movement with a suspension-laden countersubject against the subject 
which is played in thirds by Violin I and Violin II of the Ripieno. 
The accompanying violins drop out at the entry of the continuo part 
which plays the subject in its entirety in the original key and goes 
on to imitative passages with the Solo Violin. At the termination of 
_, 
... 
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theme (with the Solo Violin) in the relative major key of B~ . 
This tutti passage abounds in imitative schemes built on the rhythmic 
motif n11Jwhich is echoed in all parts. 
The next section is in the styilie of a fugato. It is introduced 
by Violin II and Viola. Violin I+ plays the or:l.ginal theme while the 
Viola plays the countersubject. Two measures later the theme appears 
a fourth higher as a tonal answer in the Solo Violin and Violin I. 
The development of these two continue up to t i,e next section with an 
accompaniment in the Continuo part based on the rhythm r.J f1l taken 
from the subject. This rhythm is very reminiscent of the third 
movement of the second Brandenburg Goncerto of Sebastian Bach wherein 
that same motif is used not only for the main theme, but also for 
a +me st all ace ompanying fi gures. 
"' :r. 9. 11/IC/f • ~ • .,. • 
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The next section of the movement is definitely harmonic. It 
consists mainly of the Solo Violin and the Continuo with the inner 
voices occasionally playing harmony parts. The Solo Violin part is 
made up largely of running 16th note passages against an eighth note 
accompaniment in the continuQ. This is interrupted by the entry of 
the Ripieno orchestra playing the main theme in Bh major in a contra-
puntal manner. After this two measure interruption the Solo Violin 
returns with the running sixteenth note passages which lead directly 
into the main theme, again in B ~ played by the Solo Violin. The 
Continuo takes up this same entry in B~ major one measure after the 
Solo Violin so that there is almost a stretto between the two. These 
voices are combined in such a manner that they descend in thirds on 
the rhythmic motif JJ,D1. The Continuo maintains this rhythm while 
the Solo Violin returns to the sixteenth note passages once more. 
The final eleven measures of this section are completely without the 
Ripieno orchestra so that the return to the beginning of the movement 
where the Ripieno orchestra alone is playing presents an interesting 
contrast. 
Also contrasting is the change from harmonic texture back to 
contrapuntal texture. The opening section is repeated up to the 
beginning of the harmonic section so that the movement may be consider-
ed three-part in style, that is, contrapuntal-harmonic-contrapuntal. 
The Fantasia is worthy of Sebastian Bach and is "written in the flowing 
and skillful style which is possible only to the highest development 
f t il 11. o ar • 
Passepied 
The closing dance of the Overture is a Passepied. The Passepied 
is a French dance of 17th Century origin. It is usually in 3/8 or 
6/8 time and of a rather quick nature. 
In the Bernhard Bach Overture it appears in 3/8 time and in an 
A-B-A form, each part having two sections, each of which is repeated. 
In the A section the melody is taken by both the Solo Violin and 
Violin I in unison. The opening theme is as follows: 
tlfllli • I i UU I r I 
In the middle section the Solo Violin has an independent part 
which is merely an ornamentation of the Violin I part played against 
it. The following excerpt from the middle section will show the 
exact relationship of the two instruments: 
'\ • & ~ • ... J& . • .. _1_ 
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11. Spitta: The Life of Bach: Vol. I: P. 26. 
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The movement and the Overture end vvith a da ~return to the 
opening section. · 
It has been impossible for the writer of this thesis to gain 
access to the remaining three Overtures of Bernhard Bach, due to 
political reasons. This being the case, the writer will turn to 
the remainin~ examples of Bernhard Bach 's works, namely, the organ 
compositions. Before engaging in their analysis it will be well to 
outline the history of the organ chorale before Bernhard Bach. 
TIE HISTORY OF TI-E ORGAN CHORALE BB F'ORB B"SRNHARD Bi-~.CH 
The earliest use of the organ in the church service was merely 
to s trengthen the voice parts by duplicat ion. 'f'i ith the a dvent of the 
Protestant chorale and the improvements of the mechanics involved in 
organ building we find that the organists gradually introduced free 
passages of their own to embellish the voi ce parts. Following these 
early exarr..p les, l ater composers set down definite forms to aid in the 
further development of the organ chorale. 
The influence which the German chorales exerted upon the music of 
German Protestant organists was of the greatest i mportance. The ::ioman 
Catholics had their traditional plainsong which was a t ;rpe of music in 
itself. However it is evident t hat the Plainsong had but a very loose 
hold on the greater part of the people. An effort was made by Philip 
Feri to a ttract the congregation by congenial music. This congenial 
music was written with adapted secular song melodies as 1 canti firmi 1 
in contrapuntal church music (Laudi Spi.rituali). These songs were for 
the most part artifical and not very att:L·active. 
The chorales on the ot her hand were a kind of religious folk song . 
They came from the people anci stemmed from t he deepest sentirnents and 
emot ions of the race. To these chorales the German organi sts of the 
17th Centur y applied their best artistic efforts. 
The people loved not only to sing the chorales but to hear them 
played on the organ. The organists naturally desired to please their 
listeners, and began t o ornament the themes more and more. Out of this 
cus torrt gradual ly a rose the Chora lvorspiele or Or gan Prelude. 
If we were to proje ct ourselves int o a Protestant service of the 
rrid-l7th Century we would find a group of devout worshippers gathered 
tor;ether. The chorale is announced and the organist must give an in-
troduction . The artistic i nstinct of the organist rebels to merely 
an exact playing of the hymn tune . Instead he takes the chorale theme 
as a stc.rting point and presents it as a prelude to his own improvisation. 
~'Torking from t his s light introduction the organist depicts the theme in 
new ways, constantly turning i t about with the additions of figures, 
ornaments ahd new themes, someti mes creating a fugue on the t heme of 
the chorale . The organist j udges his hold on the congre gation and when 
he thinks their attention is at its best he brings his chorale prelude 
to a great high point by rushing as cending passages at the culmination 
of whi ch the grand simplicity of the unornamented chorale is t aken up 
by the whol e congregation making a tremendous climax on the final 
statement of the theme. 
The foundation of the North German school of organ playi.ng was 
laid by J an Pieter Sv;eelinck (1562-1621). Sweelinck was cc:.lled 1fThe 
organist maker:t because of the number of great organists h3 taught . 
I n his time there was a tendenciY to over l oad the chorale prelude with 
r apid passa ges (color atura) and exce ssive ornarnents. This group was 
known as the 1 coloris t ' school headed by Harmne rschmidt and other s . 
Sweelinck was opposed to this group and had begun a movement which 
worked in a path toward the old solid German s t yle of organ pl a ying. 
He was not quite stric~ enough to a chieve the end he desired -and his 
vwrk was completed by his pupil Samuel Scheidt. 
Scheidt (1587-1684) i s probabl y the first composer in the North 
German Protestant group t o write the type of organ chorales th t a re 
worthy of bei ng called pre decessors of J. S. Bach . In his ' epoch-
making 1 work , the ~ulatura Nova ( pub . Hamburg , 1624) he marks the 
opening of the movement to do away vJith organ chorales which employed · 
meaningless ornamentation and countermelodies. Here we f ind counterpoint 
which is serious a nd suitable enough for use in church. In his counter-
poin-t, ho·wever, S cheidt sharpened the contrast between chorale melody &nd 
the abstract melodies of other voices in order to emphasize the struct-
ural function of the cantus firiDJlS and to make it as prominent a s 
posc.· i ble • 
.Aft er S cheidt there was a g r adual weakening of the liturgical 
objectivity of the chorale. ·Nith the increasing sub jective approach 
to the chorale there was also a tendency t o combine the figurations 
and t he ornamentations with the chorale theme . The beauty and e xpress-
iveness of the me thods of the 'colorist' school were revived and taken 
intothe development of the Chorale Prelude proper. 
\ .ith ,Johann Pachelbel (1 653-1706) a link was formed between the 
North German school and the South German school (Ii.iufl'at, Kerl , Froberger). 
?achelbel s eldo l': varies the melody of the chorale. lie f ollowed the 
meth od of Scheidt in try-ing to give the chorale melody the principle 
role. However he a lso enriched the melody by a dding to it the expression 
and beauty of the pre-S cheidt ( colorist ) con~osers, but without the 
combination of the figurations and chora le theme. Both ·were kept separate 
with the result that his music was essentially sacred. Fachelbel also 
made great use of 'advance imitation ' or 1Vorimitation 1 • In this 
'advance i rritat ion' a frawnent of the chorale theme employed as a 
aantus firmus is used in diminution as an introduction. It does not 
always use only one entry of this diminution but sometimes two or 
three before the cantus is actually introduced in whole and half notes. 
Bernhard Bach uses this scheme in his choral preludes ' Vom Himmel hoch : 
and Nun freut euch. 
Dietrich Buxtehude ~1 637-1707 ) is s a id to have been the greatest 
organist between Scheidt and Bach. He was a member of the North Gerrnan 
'colorist ' school, t herefore the ornamentations of his chorale preludes 
are not very closely related to the chorale theme. As a rule in. most of 
his chorale preludes he covered the melody with ornaments to such a 
degr e e that the theme can hardly be heard. Occasionally he adapted 
the Vorimitation meti·"ocl of Pachelbel, but not very often. In his works 
of this type the music seems to be genuine instrumental music. Buxtehude 
was at his best in organ works when his compositions were not meant for 
the church, 
Pa chelbel and B~~tehude represent the highest standard of o r gan 
music at the end of their century. In J. s . Ba ch ' s organ works there 
are more tra:ces :_,of the influence of Buxtehude than of any other composer . 
However Pachelbel and Buxtehude were not solely responsible for the 
development of the form to Sebastian Bach. There ·were me:my other German 
organists who vvere composing i; ·~portant works in the same form. ;,mong 
II 
these were such men as Bohm (1661-173'-+), I\uhnau (1667-1722), and Johann 
Bernhard Bach. 
THE ORGAN •;'JORKS OF HSRNHARD BACH 
The various organ works of Bernhard Bach show the influence of 
his predecessors . For example, he employs the bicinium setting used 
by Samuel Scheidt in his ~abulatura Nova. This setting consists of 
two voices. In the hands of Bernhard Bach the bicinium setting is a 
straight forward two-voice movement with the chorale melody in the 
right hand and a 16th note accompaniment in the left hand ( Nu.11 freut 
euch). He also employs the Vorimitation device of Pachelbel (Nun 
freut euch, Vom Himmel hoc.,_) . 
Four of the organ works have been published; Vom iiimmel hoch and 
Nun freut euch are published in Masterpieces of Organ kusic (Liturgical 
Press, ;,ew York, 1944, ed. by Norman Hennefield) ; the chorale partita 
Du Friedfi.lrst, Herr Jesu Christ is in the Choralvorspiele alter 
Meister (C! F.~ Peters, Leipzig, 1907, ed. byKarlStraube); the chorale 
preluo~ Christ ~ in Todesbanden is published in Das Erbe deutscher 
Musik (Bd. 9). Spitta di scusses three other organ works, Wir glauben 
all ; -Jesus, Jesus, nicht als Jesus; Helft mir Gott 's glite preisen.l2. 
He does not mention t he availability of these works. _,.~t the present time 
\ 
these are not published and the whereabouts of the manuscripts is not 
known. 
The two voice chorale Nun freut euch is written in the simplest 
form of bicinium. The cantus firmus is in the upper voice; the lower 
voice is used strictly for accompaniment. The choral melody used as 
the cantus is as follow s: 
12. Spitta: Life of Bach, Vol. I, p. 25 . 
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It is anticipated by the lower voic~ (advance imitation). 
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The chorale prelude is broken up into 5 sections. In each section 
a new part of the choral theme is used and each one is introduced by 
advance imitation on the chorale theme of its own section. 
The Christmas chorale Vom Himmel hoch is in three parts and in a 
very sirr.ple idiom. Each voice in ac dition to being in a different 
register, has ; .. flavor completely its own. The upper voice is the 
' only one of the three that employs 16th note and scale passages. The 
middle voice is reserved strictly for the cantus firmus . The lower 
voice plays patterns consisting of half, quarter and eighth note~. 
The cantus firmus is first heard in diminution played by the upper 
voice . 
J Jill D ;iU I 
It is heard next in the bass in almost its cantus form. 
32 
It finally appears as the cantus firmus in the rniddle voice with 
counderpoint above and below it . 
The moveMent has four sections of the chorale melody and each 
new line is preceeded by irrdtation in the upper part {diminution) . 
The chorale prelude Christ lag in Todesbanden is in three voices, 
two voices written in the lower line and one voice written on the upper 
line. The lower voices are used strictly for accompaniment and ' advance 
imitations ' of the chorale theme. The upper voice plays only the cantus 
firmus. 
Althou!!h there is no key si~nature the work is essentially in the 
key of D minor . The chorale prelude begins with an 1 ac~vance imitation ' 
of the chorale theme. This i:ni tat ion is employed in a fugal idiom; 
the cantus theme is introducted in the lowest voice and is answered 
' in the next measure with almost the same theme a fifth above in the 
middle voice . 
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The cantus firmus or chorale melody is introduced in measure 
seven in D minor. 
33 
There are six different sections of the chorale melody presented. 
The first two of these are repeated with a first and second ending 
(:A- B: - C-U-B- F). This 1neans that there are eight presentations 
of the chorale theme . 
The lower voices are treated contrapuntally against each other, 
sometimes in thirds and other times in suspensions against one another. 
The co'mterpoint in the work is not -smooth and flowing with the 
result that the texture sounds crude at times . 
" The chorale-partita Du Friedefurst , ~ Jesu Christ is a set of 
four variations . In the chorale-variation form it was customary to 
write as many variations as there were verses in the chorale . The 
II 
chorale Du Friedefurst, ~ Jesu Christ has four verses therefore 
there are four variations . The original chorale is presented before 
the variations . The first variation is in bicinium; the other three 
although written on two lines are in three parts and do not employ 
pedal. The last measure of each of the variations has a free section 
after the resolution of the preceeding dominant . This free section 
lasts for only the one measure and is usually in 16th notes . 
34 
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The variations seem to have been influenced by the colorist 
school. There is so much ornamentation that the chorale ne lody can 
hardly be fo1' nd. The advance imitation is not present in the variations. 
The bass line of the variations plays an important part; the tonality 
and character of the variation depend upon the lower line since the 
middle part is comparatively unimportant and the upper line is concerned 
only with a semblance of the main theme . 
The opening of the chorale is as follows : 
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The first variation (agitato) 13 • is essentially in the key of F# 
ffiinor . It is a two voice variation with the chorale line alternating 
between the upper and lower voice. At the opening of the variation the 
lower part plays 16th note scale passage to which is added the chorale 
melody (4th beat of first measure). The theme remains in the upper 
voice for five measures . In the next five measures the theme is played 
in the lower voice and accompaniment used in the first five measures 
is repeated in the upper voice. 
I 
__ , 
In the section after the repetition of the theme the line of the 
chorale is lost in the ornaments. In the ornamented section both 
voices are playing 16th notes and are in thirds and sixths with each 
other. 
The second variation (andante tranguillo) is in A major . It is 
written for three voices without pedal. The chorale melody is richly 
13. The tempo markings given are those used in the printed copy. 
It is not possible to determine whether these m~rkings are those 
of the editor or of Bernhard Bach. 
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The third variation ( dolce ed espressivo,~ ~poco~) starts 
in F# minor but returns to A major for the ending. This variation is 
also for three voices without pedal. The chorale melody can be traced 
in the opening measures of the variation. 
The fourth variation (teneramente) is also in three voices . It is 
less involved than variations 2 and 3 and is a much calmer setting. It 
ends the partita softly rather than with the customary smashing climax. 
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The chorale partita is not meant to be played as a devotional 
song. It is a more involved form than the chorale prelude, and the 
chorale melody is not easily heard. 
As compared with other writers of his time, Bernhard Bach is 
not as interested in the virtuosity of the music as in the e~oressive-
ness and usefulnes s of it. His chorale partita is moderately 
difficult, but not so much so that it would be used as a means to 
II 
display virtuosity. In the chorale-partita by Georg Bohm (1661-1740), 
I Auf meinen lieben Gott, it is obvious that the texture is for technical 
I display. It contains coloratura passages, variation in which the 
II 
cantus is treated canonically, and in a great and powerful manner. 
On the other hand each of the Bernhard Bach variations is expressive 
'I in its own way; none of them is of great technical difficulty, but 
they are effective and musical. 
I 
1\ This completes the discussion of the available works of Johann 
I 
\ Bernhard Bach. The writer now turns to a consideration of the works 
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of his son, Johann Ernst Bach. 
Tl:l:E LIFE OF JOHAIJN ERNST BACH 
Johann Ernst Bach , the only son of Johann Be r nhard Bach, was 
born on September 1, 1722 in Eisenach. He studied at the Thomasschule 
under Sebastian Bach (1737) but was dismis sed for exce eding leave of 
absence. Hi s relations as a pupil under Sebastian Bach a r e attested 
by the copy made by him of tvmlve concertos by Vivaldi and adapted 
by Sebasti'an Bach to Clavie r . He studied lcm at Leipzig University, 
and established hi.rnself as a l awyer in Eisena ch . His musical ability 
at this time was advanced to such a degree that he wa s appointed as 
assistant to his father, Bernhard Bach ( 17 L1.8) , VIho vas the organist 
at Eisenach . Upon the death of his father, (1749) Ernst Bach w s 
r:;iven the position of or anist a t Eisena ch. 
I n 1756 he was appointed Kapellmeister t -:> the duca court of 
i:Teirnar . I n 1758 he contributed a preface to J e.kob Adlung 1 s Anleitunp.: 
~ der musjj<:al;schen Ge1ahrtheit . He died January 28, 1777 in 
Eisenach . 
A list of his compositions D1c1udes : 
1. A Trauer-Ode on the deatli of his patron, Duke Ernst Aue;ust II 
Constantin ( d . 1758) 
2 . A 1'1agnificat ( the ma.rmscripts of the Trauer-Ode and the 
II 
r.:.agnifica.t re in the Berlin Hochschule fur L.us i k) . 
3. Five Church Cantatas 
8. 
I 
l_ 
4. Clavier music (the manuscripts of the five church cantatas 
and the clavier music were in 1939 in the Preussiches 
Staatsbibliothek in Berlin). 
5. 
11 
a short sacred cantata, ~ Odem ~ Schwach, for bass solo, 
four part chorus, and strings, (N!SS in the British l.Iuseum; 
add. l:~SS 31,310 ff 21-36.) 
6. A motet , Aus der Tiefen. (MSS in the British r,ruseurn, add. 
tESS 32,138, f 75.) 
7. A set of six Sonatas for clavier and violin, published in two 
parts by Michael C~ottlieb Griessbachs (Eisenach); the first 
part published in 1770 (available in the Library of Congress, 
-crashington, D.C.) ; the second part published in 1772 ( avail-
able in the British 1::useum). The first Sonata of the first 
part (1770) is also available in a modern reprint ,,edition 
( Hagel's I.Iusik-Archiv, Hannover , 1927, Eo. 2.) 
8 . ~\. Fantasie and Fugue in F for Clavier (published in E . 
Pauer's Alte Claviermusik). 
9. ~ Fantasie and Fugue in ~ (for Clavier? ) the manuscript of 
which is in the Royal Library at Berlin. 
10. Passionsoratorium (Published in D.d.T., Bd. 48. Bd.: Kromolicki) 
11. Samrnlung Auserlesener Fabeln mit darzu verfertigten 
Melodeyen. (Published in D.d.T. , Bd. 42. Ed.: Kretzschmar.) 
12. A Sarabande arranged by Franz 'J agner for two violins, two lutes, 
and organ or pi ano. (Published by Friedrich Vieweg , Berlin.) 
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The writer intends to discuss the following works of Johann Ernst 
Bach: 
1. The Passionsoratorium 
II 
2. Two arias from the cantata Kein Stundlein geht dahin 
3. The Samrr~ung Auserlesener Fabeln 
4. The clavier and violin sonatas (first part, 1770) 
5. The Fantasie and Fugue in F 
The remaining works, preserved in manuscript in European libraries, 
were, inspite of repeated attempts, not made available to the writer of 
this thesis. 
3efore the discussion of the Passionsoratorium by Johann Ernst Bach 
the writer has traced the developme nt of the Passion and of the oratorio 
in order to show the position occupied by Ernst Bnch in the general 
development of the Passion oratorio . 
TIE HISTOHY OF THE ORATORIO UP '1;0 THE TD:IE OF ERNST BACH 
--- ------- -- --- --· -- --- --· -- -- ----- ----
The term Oratorio origi1u ted in the middle of the 16th Century 
when s. Filippo Neri established, in Rome, a special order called 
ora toriani and founded a building called oratorio (oratory, chapel) 
where, on certain evenings of the vrec; k, his sermons were preceded and 
followed either by a selection of popular hymns or by the dramatic 
rendering of a scene from Scripture history. These performances were 
spoken of as Oratorios and the term spread from Rome to Europe as the 
distinguishing title of ' sacred drama through music. ,14. 
By <:1. peculiar coincidence the yea r 1600 witnessed the first 
performance, in Rome, of Cavalieri r s {c. 1550-1602) Rappresentazione 
di anima ~ di corpo and the production of Peri ' s opera Eurydice. 
There v.r2.s practically no difference in f orm between the fir s t operas 
a nd the early oratorios. Both were constructed musically in the same 
way; both were made up of recitatives and arias , and of choral and 
i.nstrur:1ental nunibers; both began vvith a n overture. The only difference 
was in the choice of subject matter. h.ctua lly Cavalieri's work was a 
sacred opera, not an oratorio . After his death, Cavalieri's contem-
poraries were still engaged in searching for a more ru~tistically 
satisfying development of the form. 
The oratorios of Carissimi (1604-1674), although they are still 
quite removed from the mature oratorio form, show innovations which 
tend toward the future of the oratorio as a distinct art form. 
Carissimi did much to improve the form oi' the oratorio . He improved 
14. Dramma sacra .ee_r: musica . 
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the re citative and a dded variety to the instrumental accompaniment . 
I n addition to this his greatest innovation was the addition o.f a 
personage called the Histori cus or 1 narrator 1 to whom were assigned 
certain narrative passages whic h carried on the story in the place of 
scenic a ction. This ide a was adopted in both Italy and Germany. 
Carissimi 1 s most il l ustrious .follower, ;.,lessandro Scarlatt i, 
continue d along this s ame path o.f development . Hi s sacred music, 
through his great cor.t,~3.}YLmtal skill, was characterized by a towering 
styl e . He eave to the a ria a well-balanced .form, consisting of a 
first principal strain, a second part , and a return to the principal 
strain, in the form of a da ? apo . This system was taken up and used 
all over Europe. 
After .Scarlatti the history of the oratorio is developed in the 
s ame manner as that of the Passion. This history will be taken up 
in its proper position in combination with the Passion history. 
The History of the Pas sian 
The quasi-dramatic musical presentation of the 11 Passion 11 is 
dee ly rooted in the liturgy of the Roman Church . It represents the 
mus ical interpretation of the reading of the Passion of our Lord, 
according to the Evangelists, as prescribed by the Church during 
Holy ".Teek . 
Passion music is much older than the oratorio . In fact , at the 
time the latter began to gain shape (1 600) the Passion had already 
2 
amassed a considerable literature. During the development of the 
oratorio, both on lines similar to that of opera and in the encourage-
ment to use legends of the Saints and Christian allegory for text, the 
Passion remained strictly bound to its original Biblical text, al-
though' the musical treatment of certain text portions in motet form 
(the Motet Passion) was permitted. It was not until the second half 
of the 17th Century that the Passion and the oratorio in Italy drew 
near to each other, and only in the last quarter of that century was 
the Passion test utilized as subject matter for an oratorio (i.e. 
Attilio Ariosti 1 s Passione, 1693). 
One feature of the Reformation in Germany was that Luther was 
very musical. ffuen he constructed the liturgy of the church which 
followed his religious leadership, he retained from the Roman ritual 
almost everything which constructs musical coherence in the service. 
Among those customs which he retained was the idea of singing to 
musical accompaniment the story of the trial and death of the Saviour. 
About the middle of the 17th Century the German composers took over 
the existing Italian form and endowed it with a new spiritual and 
musical fervor. By the end of the 17th Century the Passion existed in 
three distinct forms, the Chant Passion, the Motet Passion and the 
Passionoratorio. 
I 
I 
Passiortoratorio 
With Heinrich Schlltz {1585-1672) the Italian style entered 
Germany to influence Passion music. SchUtz was the greatest of Bach's 
predecessors as a composer of church music. His "Resurrection", 
"Seven Last Words", and four "Passions" represent the culmination 
of the form before Sebastian Bach. Since he was familiar with the 
best music of Italy, he laid the foundation for the modern German 
orator i o. " Schutz endowed the Passion with a spirit of expressive 
emotion and informality. His innovation dealt' with the musical form 
alone, and did not affect the text. The libretto continues without 
pause for meditative comment. 
The works of Schlltz are characterized by simplicity of themes 
which are always expressive and full of color. Many of his themes, 
though original, are based on liturgical melodies or Gregorian chant. 
II After Schutz the plainsong element practically disappears from German 
Passion and oratorio music, and the influence of the chorale becomes 
more distinct. According to Charles Sanford Terry 
"•••• before the close of the 17th Century considerable progress 
was made. Lyrical stanzas suitable for aria treatment were 
admitted; the introduction of Chorals engaged the congregation 
in a s0lemn ritual of remembrance; a figured continuo supported 
the recitatives, orchestral accompaniments the arias and choruses; 
the recitatives, shaking loose the formulas of an earlier school, 
became increasingly plastic and expressive; the choruses increased 
in dramatic significance; and the music generally adjusted itself 
to the new standards of the period. ul5 . 
l j: · .Grove 1 s Dictionary, Vol. IV, p. 76. 5th Edition 
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Johann Sebastiani (1622-16$3) in 1672 produced a Passion at 
Kgnigsberg in which chorales simply and effectively harmonized, were 
given more prominence. In this work the continuo accompanies the 
~vangelis~ and Christ's wards are accompanied by strings. The German 
church, now freed from its musical allegiance to the old modal system, 
developed on its own lines based on the Chorale. 
Eeanwhile the Italian influence crept into the German Passion 
music. Early in t he 18th Century a new libretto was developed which 
rejected the literal Bible text and substituted a rhymed paraphrase 
of the text and employed lyrical sections of religious meditation. 
There was a musical reaction against t his innovation which declared 
itself in the works of many German composers. These works very 
definitely reinstated the a ctual Bible text. 
Passion music reached its cllinax in the works of J. s. Bach. 
I t was at the hands of Sebastian Bach that the many fragments of 
developroent which remained at his time were combined magnificently 
into mature forms of expressiveness and beauty. His St. katthew 
Passion is a masterpiece of music and devotion. 
Karl Heinrich Graun (1701-1759) produced in 1763 his oratorio 
Der Tod Jesu, which met with gr~:;at success. Although he was essential-
ly a contrapuntalist, his harmony is rich and expressive and his style 
often dramatic. Graun also made use of the chorale, sometimes for 
purposes of: narration, and sometimes t o express the thoughts of the 
people. 
========~================================---~~===· ==========~======= 
The Passion Oratorio of Ernst Bach is a combination of the 
various developments that went on before him. His text i s not exactly 
tha t of the Bible but rather quotations from the Bible , which are 
enlarged into poetic meditation. This is probably due to t he influence 
of the Italian school. I n comparing the Er nst Bach v;ork with Sebastiani • s 
Pas s ion we find that the letter is more dramatic and opera-like since 
there are very few actual 1-; r eaks or pauses in the body of t he work. 
The Sebastiani Passion i s more narrative and continuous with characters 
entering at i r regular tiines, not a special solo f or each s:Lnper as in the 
~rnst Bach Passion oratorio . The accompaniment of the Passion Oratorio 
is s et for two Violins, three Viole da .Qaml?a, 1Tiola Bassa , and Bass and 
Continuo. The text of the Sebastiani vwrk is just a s it appears in the 
Bible. 
The a ccompanying instruments in Graun 1 s ~ Tad J esu are more 
s ir;ular to those of Ernst Bach. The gr ouping of the instruments changes 
for each sol o , l n both the Gr aun and the ;r;rnst Bach settin·~ s the 
recitat ive is accompanied by Gontinuo alone. The Graun re citatives., 
however seem to become more excited and dramati c than the nulder 
l£rnst Bach settinr·s. The chorales of T<:rns t Bach, on the other hand, 
have much more dynamic harmony than the simpler chorale s o f Graun . The 
Gr aul" rhcroal es are accompanied by cont i nuo while the ~rnst Bach c orales 
are unaccompanied _, that is, a cembalo accompani ment is added i n the 
D. d .T but is in swBll print and is probably the work of the editor . 
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PASSIONSORATORIUM 
The Passionsoratorium by Johann Ernst Bach was written in the 
year 1764 in Eisenach. The manuscript in Bach's own handwriting is 
in the library of the St. Augustine Church in Gotha. This work 
consists of chorales, choruses, arias, and recitatives. It has been 
published in the Denkmaeler deutscher Tonkunst (Leipzig, 1914, ed. 
J. Kromolicki). 
The following is a list of the solos and choruses of the work: 
I. Chorale 
II. Chorus 
III. 'renor Solo 
IV. Recitative (Soprano) 
v. Aria (Soprano) 
VI. Recitative (Tenor) 
VII. Aria: (Tenor) 
VIII. Chorale 
IX. Recitative (Alto) 
x. Duet to (Soprano and Alto) 
XI. Chorale · 
XII. Recitative (Bass) 
XIII. Solo (Tenor) 
XIV. Chorus 
XV. Chorale 
XVI. Recitative (Alto) 
XVII. Aria (Soprano) 
I 
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XVIII. Chorus 
XI X. Chorale 
XX. Recit ative ( Bass) 
XXI. I .. rioso (Bass) 
XXII. Chorale 
XXIII. Recitative (Alto) 
J..XIV. Chorale 
XXV. Chorus 
XXVI . Chorus and Soprano soloist 
XXVII . Recitat ive (Soprano) 
XXVIII. Recitative (Tenor 
XXI X, Chorus 
XXX. ,·,dagio (Alto) 
XXXI. Solo (Soprano) 
XXXI I. Chorus 
XXXIII. Chorus 
The Passionsoratorium i s scored f or the following instruments : 
Violins I and II, two Flutes, two Oboes, two Bas soons, two Horns in 
F, Viola, Bass and Continuo . 
Text 
The text of the fassionsoratoriQm is made up partly of quotations 
from the Bible and partly from a poetic setting of religious meditation. 
The subject matter divides the work into eight groups. Bach one of 
l:t 8 
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these groups describes a different phase of the Passion .•• 
1. The Garden of Gethsemane 
2. Kaipha's court 
3. Pilate's court 
4. The scourging of our Lord. 
5. Christ carrying his cross and meeting the women of Jerusalem. 
6. Christ on the cross, and the words of the repentant thief. 
7. The different expressions of the people as Christ is on the 
cross . 
8. Suffering on the cross and finally the Death of our Lord. 
Although the author of the text is not know~, the material of 
the Passionoratorio closely parallels that of Karl Heinrich Graun 1 s 
Passionkantata, ~ Tod Jesu. 
Form 
Each number is linked with the one before and after it in one 
of three ways: 
1. ending one setting on the dominant of the following number. 
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2. ending one setting in the same key as the following number. 
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3. ending one setting in a key definitely related to the 
following setting, usually in the relationship of relative major or 
relative minor keys. 
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I. Chorales 
The chorales of Johann Ernst Bach are in the chorale idiom of 
his tire . Although dynamic harmonically, they tend to become boring 
rhythmically. As in the case of most chorales written during this 
period, the composer gave more thought to the harmonic structure than 
to the rhythmic structure of the music. The cadences come at 
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irregular times and often seem to be out of place. I 
The first seven of the eight divisions of this work are introduced 
by chorales. The opening chorale of each section sets the mood and 
the key for the following solos or chorus. They are written for four 
part chorus (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass) which sings with ah 
accompaniment which is not definitely designated in the D. d. T. 
• There is always a definite link between the chorale and the solo 
or chorus immediately following it. In the case of the chorale Brich 
.......--
I das schn8de Zauberband and the following recitative Er naht dem Blut 
palaste schon the tonal connection is so close that the recitative 
goes on without the necessity of establishing its own tonality. 
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II Choruses 
There are eight choruses in the Passionsoratorium. The text is 
made up of the poetical meditations rather than the actual quotations 
from the Bible. They are more prayerful than narrative in character. 
The chorus knits in very closely with the accompanying orchestra. 
This is usually accomplished in the following manner: 
l. One group (chorus or orchestra) playing or singing with 
a syncopated meter and the other group singing or play-
ing in regular meter. 
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2. The chorus singsin notes of longer value than those 
of the orchestra. 
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3. The basso and continuo line almost always moving in 
contrary motion to the line of the predominant voice. 
4. Ther e is usually a quarter note basic rhythm present 
with both the orchestra and voices making up the 
constant movement. 
~ith only clavier accompaniment these choruses would not sound 
at all complete since the orchestra is continually weaving about 
embellishing the chorus melody. 
The last two of the eight choruses are fugues. The exposition 
of the first fugue (0 du Mauer der Tochter Zion)has a short phrase 
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for a subject. It starts on the tonic and ends on the dominant. 
The answer starts on the dominant and ends on the tonic. Since it is 
not exactly the same as the subject and answers it with a dominant 
tonic relationship it is a tonal answer. 
The voices enter in the order of alto, soprano, bas~ and tenor • 
• There is a five measure episode between the end of the soprano entry 
and the bass entry. The countersubject is made up of dotted quarters 
against the contrasting eighth note rhythm of the subject. The 
soprano voice goee through the countersubject during the five measure 
episode before the bass entry of the subject. 
l.'t' J. I ;J, I 
ln the development section of the first fugue the voices enter 
not with the subject, but with the answer. It is not sung in the key 
of the dominant or the tonic, but is transposed into related keys. 
The countersubject accompanies each presentation of the answer. 
Bach also inverts the answer and harmonizes it in thirds and sixths. 
The entries of the answer in the development section are in the order 
of alto, bass, alto, tenor, and soprano. The climax consists of an 
harmonic setting of the fugue subject. 
The second fugue (Jerusalem sei getrost) also has a short subject 
which starts and ends on the tonic. It is answered tonally and the 
intervals of· the answer are not the same as those of the subject. 
The voices enter in the order of soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. 
This fugue does not have a countersubject. 
Since the four measure .subject of the fugue starts and ends on 
the tonic it leads the voices directly from one entry into the other. 
Because of this there is no need for episodes between the exposition 
entries of the voices. 
In the development section of the second fugue Bach has the 
middle entries in the key of the relative minor. The voices in this 
part of the fugue follow the order of alto, bass, tenor, and soprano. 
The tenor entry is inverted so that it goes down instead of up. 
The climax brings the voices bogether in harmony instead of the 
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contrapuntal form they had been following in the exposition and 
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development. 
One of the remaining six choruses is in the style of a fugue. 
Each voice enters in the same key it would normally use in a strict 
fugue, but the subject is changed somewhat in each entry and there 
is no counter-subject employed. 
III. Solos 
In the Passionoratorio there are nine solos other than the 
recitatives. Of these nine,four are definitely marked aria. The 
remaining five are divided into types of arioso. 
The four arias (Mein Geist! Ach kannst du jetzo schlafen 
tl 
2. Du .!-:and des Segens, 3. 1-.forder, und ihr fordert ilber euch sein 
Blut, 4. Und ich betrMte nicht die Pfade.) are in Da Capo form 
( A-B-A ) usually with a rather short middle section. For contrast 
the B section follows one of three methods: 
1. a new tempo sign. 
2. a rhythmic pattern contrasting to the rhythm of the A 
section. 
3. a further development of the material in the A section. 
In three of the four arias the voice is preceded by an orchestral 
introduction• This introduction presents most of the material which 
will be sung in the aria. 
In the fourth aria there is no orchestral introduction. The 
voice starts directly on the f i rst beat of the f i rst measure. The 
arias are not i n a very florid style, but one more in keeping with 
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the text. The melodies are simple and good, and do not become overly 
involved. 
Two of the five remaining solos are marked adagio, and three 
are marked arioso. They appear to be in a durchkompaniert style, 
that i s, the music is written to express the moods of the texts. 
They do not have an introduction such as the arias, but start at 
almost the very beginning of the solo. 
IV. Recitatives 
The eight recitatives in the Passionsoratorium are very 
dramatic. · Their accompaniment is a combination of the recitative 
secco of the Neapolitan School and the recitative accompagnato. The 
r ecitative ~ (secco: dry) received its name from the unexpressive 
nature of the voice part, not from the lack of accompaniment. The 
recitative accomoagnato is the name given to a written out and more 
fully developed accompaniment. 
Here, as in most recitatives, one finds the purely musical 
principles of vocal melody, phrase, and rhythm largely disregarded, and I 
in their place a symbolic treatment of the text. 
As an example of this we can see in the fol l owing quotation the 
manner in which the rise and fall of the melody arouses the interest 
of the listener. The dramatic quality of the range employed for a 
direct quotation makes the recitative more lifelike and dynamic. The 
tension of the text appears in the music. 
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Orchestration 
The orchestration in Bach's PassionsoratoriWn closely resembles 
tqe orchestration of Graun's ~ Tod Jesu. In both works we find a 
different group of instruments for each solo or chorus. The specific 
grouping depends on type of composition being sung (aria, chorus, 
recitative), and the particular voice or voices which are singing. 
I. Chorus 
Of the eight choruses in the Passionsoratorio the first four use 
the same orchestration. In these four the orchestra consists of Oboe I, 
Oboe II, Violin I, Violin II, Viola, Bass, and Continuo. The instruments 
provide the flowing movement between the long notes in the chorus 
part. This motion is built on the hannony rather than on the actual 
I 
II 
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melody of the chorus. The oboes serve to double the notes of the 
chorus while the stringed instruments play the counter-theme material. 
Of the four remaining choruses, three, which are in the fugue 
idiom, are w~±tten without orchestral accompaniment. They are 
accompanied by Bas~ and continuo. The one remaining chorus is a 
grand chorus using Horn I, Horn II, Flute I, Flute I I, Violin I, 
Violin II, Viola, Bass and Continuo, and soprano soloist. 
II. Chorales 
'rhe chorales are unaccompanied. 
III. Aria 
The accompaniments of the two soprano arias are made up of Flute I 
Flute II, Violin I, Violin II , Viola, Bass and Continuo. 
The accompaniments of the two tenor arias are made up of Oboe I, 
Oboe II, Violin I, Violin II, Viola, Bass and Continuo. 
In these arias the orchestra serves to introduce the vocal themes 
before the voice states them. After the voice enters, the orchestra 
plays counter-themes against the voice melody and embellishes the 
harmonies. There is a certain amount of the voice melody doubled in 
the orchestra, but not so much that the voice is hindered in its 
interpretation. 
IV. Duetto 
The only instrument that appears only once throughout the 
Passionoratorio is the bassoon. It is used in an arioso duetto for 
soprano and alto. The orchestration for this duet is Flute I, Flute II, 
Violin I, Violin II, Bassoon I, Bassoon II, Bass and Continuo. 
I 
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The Passionsoratorio is in a straightforward style with no 
coloraturas . The arias are not •~itten for use as a display of 
virtuosity; in pl ace of the virtuosity the natur al feeling of the 
text is foremost in the music . The teA~ is repeated, but not to 
such an extent a s to affect the atmosphere of the music,. The inter-
polation of the orchestra with the voice creates an interesting 
effect; each group needs the other, and together they create a 
unified whole. 
I Through the courtesy of Dr. Karl Geiringer, the writer was 
I able to procure two arias from the Cantata, I~ St\'mdlein _geht dahin 
I 
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by Johann Ernst Bach. Since they are in the sa~me religious idiom 
as those of the Passion oratorio, it seems logical to discuss them 
at this point. 
0 
Two Arias from the Cantata Kein St~ndlein geht dahin 
The cantata ~ strrndlein geh.t dahin is one of the five church 
cantatas listed in Grove ' s Dictionary in the article on Johann Ernst 
Bach. The only movements available in this country are these two 
arias for Soprano and Alto. 'rhey have been published by H. Oppenheimer 
(Ha.meln, 1914), and arranged by Bernhard Hammerschmidt. The Soprano 
aria has been set for Voice, Piano and obligato violin; the Alto aria 
is arranged for Voice, and Piano. Since there are no indications on 
the piano score as to the grouping of instruments, we have no way of 
knowing the size of t he orchestra used by Ernst Bach in these works. 
The aria for Soprano, ~ Jesu, du allein, has an introduction 
consisting of a simpler form of. the voice melody. German writers 
cal l this announcement Devise (device). .athough the scheme was 
usually employed in da capo arias (. Scarlatti, J • .::>. :aach, Handel), 
the Ernst Bach arias are not i n this ternary form. 
,.round 17 50 the desire of the various great singers to show their 
ability l ed to the f ormation of two different arias , one dramatic) the 
other lyrical. The soprano aria is of lyrical texture . It employs 
coloratura sections which are diffictJ~t to perform corr ectly in regard 
to intor.at ion and clarity. 
1 
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The text in both arias is repeated to a great extent o 
The Soprano aria is arranged for voice, obligato violin and 
piano . The obligato violin appears to be a copy of the first violin 
part of the original score . Its role is that of assistance to the 
soloist since it is in unison with the singer throughout the aria 
(with the exception of the coloratura pausages) . 
The upper part of the piano score is probably taken from the 
second violin part of tne original orchestra score . In the instances 
where this is done .' it plays in thirds with the violin. In the other 
sections it plays long connecting notes which are derived from the 
inner parts of the score . Occasionally the melodic sections of the 
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piano part are in thirds or sixths with the soloist . 
The lower part of piano score is taken directly from the bass 
(or figured-bass) part of the full score . 
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The Alto aria Tias Schmerz, ~ Angst ~ Pein, is considerably 
shorter than the Soprano aria. It is arranged for voice and piano 
and employs the Devise scheme for an introduction. It is in the 
dramatic aria idiom and has no coloratura passages . Although both of 
these arias are written in a non- strophic form, the soprano aria 
being much longer than the alto aria, has more material from which 
to choose. The alto aria is more limited in material than the 
soprano aria but appears to be more compact and expressive . The mood 
of the aria is established in the introduction by the repeated 
diminished chords of the melodyo The aria closes with a repetition 
of the introduction. The entry of the voice in measure Eleven is 
as follows: 
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4nother form illustrative of the voea1 technic of Ernst Bach 
is found in his Sammlung Auserlesener Fabeln ~ darzu Verfertigten 
Melodeyen. This is a collection of eighteen Fables by various poets 
set to music by ~rnst Bach, and in the following pages they will be 
analyzed individually. 
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HISTORY OF THE ~ BEFORE JOHANN ERNST BACH 
The roots of the German Lied are found in the songs of the 
Minnesingers and Meistersingers. The Minnesingers were aristocratic 
poet-musicians who were the German counterpart of the French Trouba-
dours. Their songs usually dealt with praises of the varied beauties 
of nature (12th to the 14th Century). 
The I.~eistersingers were guilds of German craftsmen representing 
the middle-class. During the 14th Century the appeal of poetry and 
music declined in the courts and with this decline went. the patronage 
shown to the aristocratic Minnesingers. The music and literature of 
the 15th and 1 6th Centuries were carried on by the guilds of ilkister-
singers in the manner in which it had been carried on earlier by the 
Hinnesingers . 
Heinrich von 1::eissen ( Fra uenlob; 1260-1318) was the link between 
Minnesinger and lleistersinger. In 1311 he instituted in l'_ainz a guild 
of singers who were bound by certain rules . These guilds soon spread 
to all the large towns of Germany and their practice was to meet 
together and sing or read narratives, either borrowed from the :Linne-
singers or original compositions. The works of the Meistersingers did 
not reach a high level of excellence either in poetry or in music, but 
they exerted an important influence on the song by their attention to 
rhyme and their numerous inventions of new metrical arrangements. 
:mile the development of the song was being furthered by the 
Minnesingers and ldeistersingers, the people had not ceased to issue 
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their own spontaneous folk songs (Volksiied). Far more was done for 
harmony and melody by the obscure authors of the Volkslieder than 
was done by the Minnesingers or Meistersingers. The subjects of the 
earliest Volkslieder were historical. By about the 16th Century 
almost every sentiment and emotion had its own song. Though the 
music was more important then the loose-structured text, there was 
a close connection between the two. The Volkslied was always 
strophical in form. 
Solo songs in Germany were first heard about the beginning of 
the 17th Century. However, at the time of the monodic revolution, J 
poetry in Germany had fallen to a very low point. As a result the 
songs were of a very superficial ' love-song' type, and the language 
employed was a mixture of French, Latin and German. On August 24, 1 617, 
a meeting of German patriots was held to restore their native tongue 
to honour in literature and music. By 1680 the fruits of this group 
•v as seen. The poetry set to music by such men as Albert and Krieger 
was not of the highest order, but at least it was in grammatically 
correct German. 
~any of the 18th Century writers called their songs 'odes' and 
1 arias 1 ( Graun, Sperontes) . These composers set a good example by 
paying attention to the text, regardingboth meter and expressiveness. 
Up to this period (c. 1750) the Baroque device of 'thorough-bass' or 
1 figured-bass 1 was used extensively for accompaniments. The writers 
of the Rococo period, however, varied their accompaniments by 
ar peggio and open chords. ~rnst Bach (who wrote his collect ion of 
6 
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Fables at about this time) may be thought of as looking into two 
directions at once. 'l'he greater part of the Sarmnlung employs figured 
bass accompaniment ; three of the fables have a full two hand ac com-
paniment and set a definite atmosphere for the text of the fable in 
which it is employed. He reverts to the Baroque style by his use of 
figured-bass, and looks ahead to the Lieder composers by his full 
accompaniments. 
About the middle of the 18th Century German literature began a 
movement to r aise its standards. This movement was begun by Gellert. 
In 17 57 he published his famous collection of Geistliche Oden und 
Lieder. These were set to music by C. F. E. Bach. In the introduction 
to his work Emanuel Bach explains that the plan of each song is not 
to be that of a ballad, i.e., the same melody for each stanza. 
I nstead the melody employed suits all stanzas equally. The ' Oden 
und Lieder ' of Gellert were arranged by many other composers. Among 
t he se composers was Valentin Herbing ( d. 1766). In his Eusikalischer 
Versuch (D. d.T. Vol. 48) the songs have full accompaniment and are 
considerabl y longer than those of Ernst Bach. They employ introductions 
·which consist of material from the song. The body of Herbing ' s songs 
are broken up into moving melodic line s and recitative ·. pas sages. 
Tempo and mood changes are marked throughout the song in order that 
the singer might express and interpret the text as desired by the 
composer. 
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General Comments on the Sammlung 
The Sammlung is a collection of eighteen German Fables set to 
music for soprano voice and accompaniment. The bulk of the collection 
employs only a figured bass accompaniment; however, in three Fable s, XII, 
XIII, and XVI, both hands of the accompaniment are given. There is a 
definite reason for this full accompaniment which will be shown as each 
fable is discussed individually. 
The poems in the Sarnmlung are selected from Belustigungen ~ 
Verstandes ~ des 'i1itzes _(1741-1745, eda by Johann Joachim Schwabe). 
The authors are Sucro, C&rsted, Gell ert, Holtzendorff, A. Schegel, 
Ossenfelder, and others not identified. The collection is published in 
the D.d.T., Bd. 42. (Ed., Kretzchmar.) A second part of the Sammlung 
was never published. 
In this work ~rnst Bach does not try to compose a melody which 
will suit all stanzas (as in the Geistliche Oden by C.P.E. Bach). 
If the mood of the text changes enough to warrant a new theme he 
uses a melody which best suits the character of the new stanza. r he 
different themes in the same fable are exactly the same with the 
exception of t he modality, that is, one theme is i n major while the 
next theme is in the tonic minor (with each theme having the same 
melody.) 
Sammlung auserlesener Fabeln ~ darzu verfertigten I! elodeyen 
This collection of Fablesibr soprano voice and accompaniment was 
written in the year 1749. h.J.. though it was not received enthusiastically 
by Ernst Bach 1 s contemporaries, the Sarnml.ung has played an 
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important part in the history of the German Lieder. 
In setting ea ch of the eighteen fables to music, Ernst Bach 
attempted to capture the atmosphere created by the text. He imitated 
the tit t ering of birds, the buzzing of bees , and the sound of different 
animals. To obtain these effects, Bach utilized the voice in a 
clever, but simple manner . For example, in Die 'Sule (Fable XI) 
the voice part was written in an extremely low register, which fact, 
• II II ) • in conjunction with the text (In e~nem eden wusten 'l\ trme glves the 
effe ct of an owl ' s cry. 
To supplement the effects obt ained by the text and voice register, 
3a.ch employed another very important scheme. This scheme, one of the 
dominating features of the later German Lieder composers, utilized 
the accompaniment in setting a. mood. 'lwo good illustrations can be 
found in Die Bienen (. Fable V), and Der Affe und die Sch~ferin (Fable 
X'VI) • 
In Fable V the occurrence of continued sixteenth-note movement in 
the left hand denotes the consistent ::buzzing of bees. The auxiliary 
tone (e) employed in the first four measures strengthens the effect 
by adding a slight dissonance to the moving passage (example on 
following page) . 
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Fable XVI illustrates another effect. Instead of action, the 
accompaniment conveys a calm pastoral atmosphere which is achieved 
by long sustained pedal points in the left hand . This Fable has 
both hands of the accompaniment written out . 
It' .. 
-
... • 
.,. 
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• 
. 
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Following the time of Johann Ernst Bach, song writers depended 
less and less on the accompaniment, allowing the accompanist only 
the barest outlines of harmony with which to work. This practice 
continued until the time of the Berlin School (latter half of the 
eighteenth century) when the full accompaniment was supplied. 
Fable I . Die Biene ~ der Sommervogel 
The form of the first fable is a rather loose A-A'-B-B 1 
scheme . The first four measures are as follows: 
h.r>l - c:let~ \Yt ... t · t.c:.r 
• • • .. £ 
'/0'1'\ --- I.Aof\!o ;;a \\c.~-'~""""" 
... 
--- So'(" - '\c."' - ~e" -----
• . . 
If 
f ' 
As evidenced in measure three of Fable I, Ernst Bach was at times 
quite fond of a very florid line in the voice. He also made use of 
skips which are difficult to perform correctly. An example of this 
is in the following: 
-
I II. 
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Fable I. (cont.) 
This Fable has five verses with no contrasting sections. 
Fable II. Die Rose und der Schmetterling 
Since Fable II had no tempo marking, it may be understood that 
Johann Ernst Bach took for granted the fact that the performers would 
understand and establish the appropriate atmosphere from the text and 
the music. 
This second Fable has three sections, each one using a free 
A-A-B form. 
There are ten verses in all; the first section having three verses, , 
the second section having three verses also, and the third section hav-
ing four verses. The following are the first parts from each of the 
three sections: 
• . 
• 
p I • I _l_ _.. 
-
v l..ooo-"' 
*· ~~r A- b-.1'\d 'bric.ht ,e- se.llwin- c1a-r e:nJ 
.. 
• 
• 
l" 8 7 t~ 
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Fable II. - (cont.) 
(\ I. .. 
-
,__ 
-
I 
• • 
1. ~ ... , cle,- ole.n jl4n-~en ~c:.--~et~- ~lic'h, I 
,........ 
• ~ 
""'"' 
,.... 
• 
-
I 
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Fable III. ~ Schlifer und ~Echo 
Fable III has no point of unusual interest. It has five verses 
that are repeated to a melody which has no contrasting sections • 
• 
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Fable IV. Das Kind und ~ Kohlen 
The fourth Fable is much like the third in that it has no point 
of actual interest. It has five verses which are sung to a melody 
which again has no contrasting sections. As we mentioned in the intro-
duction to the Sammlung, Bach did not use a new melody or setting if 
the old melody suitably conveyed the meaning of the text • 
• 
, 
\,; • 
e'l"'n!>.f:- \:c.n •'I'\ - 'De- f-o~ 
Fable V. Die Bienen 
Fable V is a good example of one of the points discussed in the 
introduction, that point being the creation by the accompaniment, 
of the mood for the text. The constant buzzing of the bees is ex-
pressed by the continuous sixteenth note movement in the left hand of 
the accompaniment. This Fable has five verses as do Fables III and IV. 
I 
~ 
Fable V. (cont.) 
', Sc. ' 
• 
Fable VI. Der Hund 
The sixth Fable brings in the use of a rhythmic pattern 
( 1 .. FJ ) which links the entire song together. This resembles the 
method that Johann Sebastian Bach used, that of taking a motif 
from the main melody of a piece and scattering it throughout the 
remainder of the composition, both in the accompaniment and in the 
solo. '!his Fable is a miniature example of binary form in that the 
selections are closely related. 
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Fable VI. (Cont.) 
• 
• 
P\..'t- \~...-. e.\" 1e- tt-cu.•t.\"' ~"'"cl clcY" ~U:r •\-l'n ~~-JeW\ .tu."cl 
,. 
• 
• 
• 
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Fable VII. ~ junge Citronat 
Fable VII has a most interesting illustration showing a 
setting change due to a variation in the trend of the story being 
narrated. This setting has verses I through 6 in the key of D 
major changing to D minor for verses 7 to 9. 
----==== 
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Fable VII. (cont.) 
------ -----
• 
-
Seho-Y\e- K; .,_ c:h ... 'P\~- 3c:."' 
• 
'-
-t~,,- te. "~e"t .\teb ~\e-;c.hcY\ \\'ie.- \,."'., 
Fable VIII. Der Adler und der Tiger 
The eighth Fable returns to the use of non-contrasting 
sections, and has again only five verses. 
I. IY'\ J. e-"'\ A- ~\"\- ~•nseY~~Y'\- d. e. 
• tS 
-
lr ... c. 
n.aL l""'f =--:_ fo, _l __._ 
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-
w\.i..-1t eoY\ \; cacr' we.it """'J \n-c.: t 
• J. ,..., 
-"""' ~ n 
-
.f ~"' 4o 
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Fable IX. Der Affe 
Fable IX resembles the eighth Fable except for the use of 
a small figure C -~ ,f) ) in the voice part. 
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Fable IX. ( cont; )" 
• 
• 
• 
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Fable X. Erzahlung 
The tenth Fable contains contrasting melodies, but no change 
in key. It has three sections, each of which is in A minor. The 
last two sections (2 and 3) have slight tonal modulations to the 
keys of E minor and E major respectively, but return again to A minor. 
The first section has verses I and 2; the second section has 
verses 3,4, and 5; the third section has verses 6,?,8, and 9. The 
last section has no figures in the bass, merely the actual bass notes 
in two beat groups . The tenth Fable seems to be in a rather loose 
overall A-B-A' form. 
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Fable X (cont. ) 
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Fable X ( cont . ) 
I 
It 
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- Fable XI. Die Eule 
---
Fable XI is the best example of how Johann Ernst Bach utilized 
the voice to get the desired effect in the music. In addition to the 
voicing of the soprano in the very lowest part of her tonal register, 
-
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Fable XI. (cont.) 
he used alliteration inthe text to give the actual sound of an owl. 
This song has four contrasting parts in E major with the except-
ion of the second part, which is in E minor. The first part has 
verses 1 and 2; the second part has verses 3,4, and 5; the third part 
has verses 6 and 7; the fourth part has verses 8,9, and 10. 
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Fable XI. (cont.) 
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Fable XI • (cont.) 
• . 
' 
Fable XII. Die Unzufriedenheit 
! 
(, ' I 
The twelfth Fable is one of the three Fables which have the 
right hand of the accompani.mant written out. An examination of the 
added right hand shows us that it serves only to strengthen the 
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Fable XII. (cont.) 
melody notes . However, it occasionally overlaps the voice line so 
that the voice patterns are actually resolved before the accompaniment 
reaches the point of resolution. This can be seen in measures 1,2, 
and 3 in the accompanying example: 
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Fable XIII . Die ungleichen Freunde 
Fable thirteen is in two seetions . The melodies are both notated 
in a similar manner, and the first is in G major, while the second is 
in G niinor . 
This Fable is another of the three which have the right hand 
completely filled in. The reason for this is that there is a long 
pedal point in the left hand of the accompaniment which brings about 
the very pastoral mood called for by the text . Each of the two 
sections has three verses . 
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Fable XIV. Die Amsel 
The two sections in Fable XIV have three verses each, but do not 
go in order. Section I, which is in G major, has verses 1,3, and 5, 
while section 2, which is in ~minor, has verses 2,4, and 6. 
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Fable XV. Cupido und die Torheit 
The fifteenth Fable is in Binary form. It is made up of two I 
sections, one in C major and the other in C minor. The binary form 
element, however is not in the relationship of tonic to dominant, but 
tonic major to tonic minor. Both sections are of the same length and 
the last part of section 2 is the same as the last part of section 1. 
Section 1 has versesl,2,3, and 4, while section 2 has verses 
5,6,7,8,9, and 10. 
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Fable XVI. Der affe und die SchHferin 
This is the last of the three Fa~eswhich have the right hand 
written out. Again in this fable we have a pedal point in the left 
hand of the accompaniment. The right hand goes along in thirds with 
the melody. 
This song is in three sections with an A-A 1-B form. The first 
section has verses 1,2,3, and 4; the second section has verses 5,6,7, 
and 8; the third section has verses 9,10,11, and 12. 
The contrast between sections 1 and 2 is in key changes (1 is in 
C major, while 2 is in C minor) since the melody in both is exactly 
the same. The contrast between 2 and 3 is in both key and melody, 
with the last section in C major again. 
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Fable XVI . (cont . ) 
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Fable XVII. Der Canarienvogel 
There is nothing of unusual interest in this Fable . The text 
consists of six verses which are sung to the same melody. 
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Fable XVIII . Die Bl1ll'len ~ die Ggttin Flora 
The eighteenth Fable also presents an unchan~ing melody. Its 
text consists of five verses, and is in an • -A 1 form . 
I'U. I 
" 
-
-
Gc.· 
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The son~s of the Sammlung do not employ co Loratt~a passages; 
the poena are set to music with the idea of expressing the mood of 
the texts by use of appropriate melodies, and the songs are not 
expected to be ·used for a display of virtuosity. In the Sammlune 
Ernst Fach does not employ a melody which suits all stanzas of the 
poem equally well; if the mood of the new stanza requires 1. different 
melody, he employs a. theme ~'1J.t expresses the mood of the new stanza 
(usually a nelody that is related in a harmonic w!ly with the melody of 
the opening stanza). 
Having had sone insight jnto the vocal nusic of Ernst Bach, 
we turn to his instr<u~ental compositions. Characteristic examples 
are furnished by h~s three sonatas for Clavier and Violin tPublished 
1770) and the ?antasie and ?ugue in F. 
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HISTORY OF THS SOHii.TA BEFORE JOHAiJI\f ERNST BACH 
Before tracing the history of the Sonata we must differentiate 
betwe en the development of the term Sonata and the development of 
what is now called Sonata-form. These titles denote two quite 
different types, although they both stem from the idea of abstrad 
titles s opposed to the definite titles of the dance .form. 'l'he 
term sonata means ~ound-piece and is frequently contrasted with 
tocc ta (touch-piece ) and cantata (sing-piece) . The term Sonata-
~ does not designate the form of the sonata as the name implies, 
but the form used frequently for single movements of the sonata. In 
the follovdng discussion of the sonatas of Johann Ernst Bach the term 
sonata will be used with the meaning of a general title, not as an 
eY~mple of the sonata-form. 
Originally ( c. 1530-1650) the label sonata was applied indis-
criminately to many types of instrumentel. music. However, in the time 
of Carelli (c . 1653-1713) two types of sonata were established, the 
sonata da chiesa and the sonata ~ crumera. 
The sonata da chiesa designated a form involving either instrurnen-
tal pieces (sonatas) or vocal pieces with instrumental accompaniment 
(cantatas) . Although the phrase da chiesa means "church, 11 these 
pieces wera not necessarily used in worship, but were of a more 
serious nature in contrast to the frivolous senate da camera. 
The sonata da camera consisted almost entirely of idealized 
dance tunes . In the ensuing development of these two forms we find 
an increasing separation in the direction of develop~ent. The sonata 
da chiesa leaned more and more in the direction of the mature sonata 
through the practice of af fiJdng abstract names to the various move-
ments (allegro, adagio, allegretto). 'I'he sonata da camera , on the 
other hand, evolved t owards a definite f orm in presentation and order 
of the various dance forms. The culmination of the later development 
brought for th the suite form as it is lmovm in the clavier Suites and 
Partitas of Sebastian Bach. 
A deeper study of the history of t he sonata would of a necessity 
go back to the :French chanson of the early 16th Century. This chanson, 
a type of vocal pol yphonic music, was developed in Italy where it was 
transferred to the organ (canzona d'organo)and to instrumental 
ensembles (c~nzona da sonare) . This development t ook place between 
1 540 and 1580. In the works of this type by Giovanni Gabriel i · ~ 1583-
1 613) and his followers we find alternating sections in lively 
imitation and four-four time, and homophonic sections in triple time. 
The type of canzona utilized by Gabrieli · found its climax in 
the ensemble works of Frescobaldi (1583- 1644) . These canzonas are 
marked by systematic changes in tempo; allegro for the imitative 
sections in canzona style, and adagio f or the homophonic sections in 
slower rhythms. After this time the canzona identifies itself more 
and ~Dre with the sonata ~ chiesa and the sonata. Its sections tend 
to reduce in nu.mber and become more sharply contrasted to one another. 
The simplified term 11Sonata11 appear s around the year 1580. 
The three movement Sonata (ailegro-adagio-allegro) as found in 
the works of Johann Ernst Bach originated with the Italian Overture 
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of Alessandr o 3carlatti. This Overture consisted of three sections, 
allegro-adagio-allegro, all in simple homophonic style except the first 
which int roduces some linitative treatment. The usual name for t his 
type is Sinfonia. 
In the Rococo sonatas of c. 1750 pr a ct ically all the movements 
are in binary f or m, A-B with both sections repeated. The stylistic 
tendency of these sonatas was to get away from the contrapuntal texture 
of the Baroque sonata and to develop· a harmonic character. This 
development was greatly aided by the ea sy-going melody styihe (gallant-
style) of the Eococo composers. These char acteristics are still found 
in the following analysis of the sonatas for violin and clavier by 
Johann ~rnst Bach. 
I n most examples of binary form the first section enos in the key 
of the donunant. The second or answering section takes the thematic 
n~terial intr oduced in the ]_ast part of A and presents it in the resolving 
key. The B section as a rule begins the sam.e as the A section, but 
in the answering key. Binary form uses the same mate:cial throughout 
the movement without the element of contrasting themes which is very 
marked in ternary form ( A-B-A). 
Drey Sonaten fur ~ Klavier und eine Violine 
The Sonatas of Ernst Bach were published in 1770 at Eisenach. 
They a re in two parts, each part consisting of three Sonatas. A copy 
of the first part is in the Library of Congress, in T:'lashington, D. C. 
It is this firs t group of Sonatas that will be analyzed . To avoid 
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needless repetition, the Sonatas will be discussed collectively as a 
group, not individually. 
First Kovement Form 
The first movements of these Sonatas are in Binary form, the cus-
tomary method of the Rococo period (c. 1750). The B"nary form A-B may 
be called a ques tion and answer form, pertaining to key relationships. 
Binary for m itself is founEi in three types or patterns: 
l. the symmetri cal Binary f orm in which both the A section and 
the B section are of equal length. 
2. the asymmetrical Binary form, in which the B section is lon~er 
than the A section due to a further development of material 
presented in the opening section. 
3. the rounded or cyclic Binary form which has repetition, 
partially or completely, of the first section at the end of 
the second . 
The opening movement of Ernst Bach ' s first sonata for clavier and 
violin follows the second and third patterns listed above. It is 
asyn~etrical, the A and B sections are respectively 37 and 44 measures 
in length, The greater length is due to a slight further development 
of the material of the 09ening section, The movement is in cyclic 
binary form since the last sixteen measures of A and B (in A major and 
D major respectively) are the same usinr; the same sequence of notes and 
harnonies (in their respective keys), with the exceptio~·1 of a very few 
small differences in ornamentation. 
The f irst movement of the second sonata is the same as the agove with 
the exception that the A and B sections are 41 and 67 measures respe ctive]J; 
'l'he first movement of the third Sonata is again similc.r to Sonata I. 
The A and B sections are 21 and 33 measures respectively. The A section 
i s in G major whj_le the B section is in the answering Key of D maj or. 
The slight amount of development that occurs in the second section 
takes pl ace almost at the very beginning of t hat part. The length of 
this development depends upon the amount of the opening section repeated 
at the closing section. 
Second Movement Form 
The bi nary form as found in the s econd movement is not as obvious 
as t hat in the preceding movement. There is no double bar to show the 
division of the sections. The char acteristics of binar y form such as 
the answering key, t he ftrrther development of the A section material in 
the second section, the different length of the two sections , and the 
similarity between the beginnings of both sections reveal very definitely 
the end of the A section and the start of the B section. Only in the 
third Sonata do we find an actual example of the cyclic binary form. 
I n t hi s Sonata the last fifteen measures are identical (with the exception 
of the key and a f ew ornamental changes). 
II 
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The slow movements of Sonatas I and II have a direct link with 
the third movement. These Sonatas end on the dominant of the follow-
ing movement and through this greatly ~ntensify the contrast of the 
different moods. Sonata I goes even further than Sonata II in that 
it employs a two measure codetta at the end of its slow w~vement. 
The codetta consists of two very strong harmonies, V of V to V, which 
resolve on the first chord of the next movement. 
Third Movement Form 
The third movements of the Sonatas are also in binary form. 
'Sach section is set off by a double bar, and each second section 
begins in the same way a s the first, but in t he key of the dominant . 
The l as t movements arelonger than the firs t ·two and have a longer 
development section t han the others. They employ elements of the 
cyclic binary form since t he cl.osing section of i\ is al so f ound in 
the closing section of B. 
The third movero£nts are in the same keys as the opening move-
ne~t of their respective Sonatas . They appear to be of a more spirited 
nature than the opening movements , and are not a s chromatic as the 
others . 
8 
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Thematic Material 
The thematic material of these Sonatas is quite interesting. 
The two instruments are constantly weaving about each other, not 
contrapuntally, but harmonically. They are qune fre quently in thirds 
and sixths in patterns employing the same rhythm for each voice. 
The violin part of the first Sonata does not play the theme proper, 
but an accompanying theme of its own. It is obviously not meant to 
play an important role in the thematic construction of the Sonata. 
However, with the addition of the clavier, we see the 
change in the idea of the melody. :·Jitlr the combination of the two it 
is obvious that the melody of one instrument fills the gap in the 
melody of the other. 
In the allegro movements the thematic material is essentially in 
the clavier. There is no section in the Sonatas that utilizes the 
clavier as strictly an accompanying instrument; melodically it is 
always very much in the foreground. 
Thematically speaking, the Largo movement of the second Sonata 
is probably the best of the movements. The Violin holds a single 
note while the clavier weaves a melody above it and plays a 'figured-
I 
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bass ' type accompaniment below it . The upper part of the clavier 
goes through a series of melodic patterns and, by means of secondary 
· dominants and an augmented-six chord, finally ends the four measure 
phrase . on the dominant. 
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The same scheme is employed in the next four measures, but in this 
repetition the key is changed to that of the dominant minor, and the 
voices are rearranged so that the clavier has the held note and the 
violin plays the weaving melody. 
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The remainder of the movement is made up of the material used in 
these first four measures with some sections using the held note melody, 
and other sections using the counter-subject motif. The movement ends on 
a dominant, leading directly into the following closing movement . 
Harmonies 
The harmonies of Johann Ernst Bach as compared to those of other 
composers of his time are quite advanced. He makes free use of 
harmonies which were, as a rule, used with caution. His modulations, 
usually based on the diminished seventh chord, are made by means of 
small motifs which are easily adapted into different harmonic structures. 
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Ernst Bach was very fond of non-harmonic tones, so much so that 
they were employed at almost any provocation. In modulatory sections 
these non-harmonic tones frequently serve to introduce the leading-
tone of the new key. A good example of his use of non-harmonic tones 
is the opening section of the second Sonata. In the second measure 
the Violin plays an ascending arpeggio pattern based on dominant 
harmony, while the clavier holds a two-beat suspension which 'hangs' 
from th~ tonic to the dominant. Actually the Violin part fonns 
dissonance with the essentially tonic harmony in the first two beats 
of the measure. 
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Treatment of Instruments 
In the use of the instruments Ernst Bach follows the Sonata style 
employed by Mondonville (1711-1722) and Schobert (1720-1767). In their 
Sonatas for Clavier and Violin it is obvious that the clavier is the 
main instrument and is accompanied by the Violin.l6. The Violin plays 
almost nothing but arpeggio and rhythmic figures and has no thematic 
material. Although Ernst Bach employs the same style in his treatment 
of instruments, he does not definitely exclude the Violin from the 
16 .-·•Mondonville: Publications de la societe francaise de musicologie. 
Monuments - 9. 
Schobert : D. d.T. Vol. 34. 
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thematic 'glory'. He uses the instruments in a much closer manner 
than Schobert and Mondonville. The Clavier and Violin are often 
treated as one instrument. This is achieved by employing the Violin 
and Clavier in thirds and sixths, and interchanging their relative 
importance. Although the Clavier is the more important instrument the 
Violin is not completely neglected. At some sections of the Sonatas 
there is the impression that the music is written for two solo instru-
ments and figured bass (Largo movement of the second Sonata), and at 
othErs the mod is definitely t hat of a Clavier solo with Violin 
accompaniment. 
The principle theme is usually introduced by the clavier. The 
Violin enters at the openings left in the theme and create, a full and 
,unified affecto 
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The Violin occasionally uses leads which are built on chord tones. 
This scheme also ties the sections together. It is usually employed 
in a section where the clavier is playing 'virtuoso' passages, i.e., 
sections of arpeggio and scale passages where no actual melody exists. 
-
• 
• 
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As a summary it may be said that the Violin is important as a 
means to unify the Sonata, nQt as a melody instrument. In most cases 
we find that the Clavier is the most important instrument, and in 
those sections where the Violin solo takes the melody; its object is 
to glorify and fill out the Clavier melody. The Violin, however, is 
not neglected to the degree that it is in the Sonatas of Schob~rt 
and Mondonville. There is, however, only one example now available 
of Ernst Bach's solo clavier technic. This is the Fantasia and Fugue 
in F, which will be discussed on the following pageso 
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I FANTASIE AND FUGUE IN F 
-- ---
The Fantasie ~ Fugue t..!l E: is ·written for clavier alone . It 
is the only example of its kind by J ohann Ernst Bach available in this 
country and has been published in Les!liaitres du Clavecin (Henry Litolff, 
Paris: Vol . I: ed. Louis Kghler). 
Fantasie 
The Fantasie is made up of a series of small sections, some in 
free time (that is, without measure lines), and others in measured 
time. For each succeeding section there is a change in both the 
tempo and time signat ure. These sections appear in the fol lowi ng 
sequence: 
1. Allegro Moderato c Free time 
2. Andante 3/4 Five measures 
3. Allegro-Adagio-Allegro c Free time 
4. Andante 3/4 Ten measures 
5. Allegro 3/4 Free t ime 
6. Adagio c Three measures 
?. Allegro c Free time 
8. Andante c Two measures 
9. Maestoso c Free time 
The material in each of these contrasting sections is cpite 
different from the preceding one. I n the free passages the material 
is obviously meant to reveal the virtuosity of the performer. The 
term Fantasie as used in the time of Ernst Bach denoted a movement or 
I 
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piece of a markedly improvisatory character. The texture of t hese 
free sections is made up of arpeggio and scale passages, ascending 
and descending. 
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Tr.e passages in definite meter are melodic and no two sections 
er.1ploy the same thei!le . 'l" ey are like episodes ; there is no actual nelody 
present , but in its place a melodic-rhythmic fi?ure is used as a 
I!lodulat~ng pattern . The th~matic material presented in these sections 
is hot used later in the Fugue . The only definite link with the l''ugue is .• 
the modulating device used in the Fantasie . I n the Yant&sie ~rnst Bach 
~ives the atmosphere of restlessness by constantly moving his tonal 
center . He does not remain in one tonality lonp enough to have it 
definitely established in tr,e listener ' s mind . I n the melodic sections 
this is accomplished by playing the pattern in one key and immediately 
there- after playing it a~ain exactly the same way in a key one whole 
tone higher . !''or example : 
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With the exception of the very beginning of the Fantasie , F 
major tonality is avoided until it is introduced by the Fugue. The 
text of the 1quasi-melodic 1 sections is definitely homophonic. 
The closing section of the Fantasie gives us a suggestion as to 
the degree of proficiency Ernst Bach had with involved harmonies such 
as the 'augmented-sixth 1 chsrd. In the following example we see how 
he approaches an augmented-sixth chord by means of a melodic-rhythmic 
pattern and inserts the very same pattern in a very clever way before 
he resolves the chord. 
The Fantasie ends very softly (pianissimo)with a ritardando. 
The tonality at the end is F minor and the section ends on a dominant, 
adding contrast to the Fugue which starts in F major and mezzo-forte. 
The Fantasie is in a considerably simpler idiom than those of 
Sebastian Bach. Its texture is homophonic and there is almost a 
complete absence of counterpoint. The themes are very easy to follow 
and the ornate free passages show nothing but a display of virtuosity. 
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The Fugue is i n three voices. The subject is in F major, 
and is introduced in the lower voi ce. 
The subject is answered tonally by the alto voice . 
1 t ttfi J r 
There is no definite counter-subject, although there is a 
similarity between the two counter themes { suspensions) • 
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The third and last entry of the subject {above) is in the 
Soprano voice . There is a two measure episode between the end of 
the second entry and the start of the third . The episode is made up 
of a pattern taken from the last measures of the subject. 
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At the completion of the exposition we find an episode made 
up of a figure from the subject. This pattern is treated in the same 
manner as the melodic-rhythmic patt erns of the Fantasie section. 
They a~e repeated identically, each repetition one whole tone higher . 
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Directly following this modulatory section we have a sequence 
'made up of the dotted-quarter and eighth notif found in the subject . 
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The sequence on preceding page leads directly into a middle 
entry in C major which begins the development section of the Fugue . 
In the episode after this middle entry we find a theme derived from 
the suspension in the first counter-subject. This theme, used in 
the upper parts, is combined with a motif from the subject. The subject 
motif is put in the bass, and the whole pattern is treated in the same 
modulatory scheme (ascending a whole tone for each repetition). 
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The section following the counter-subject episode is made up of 
a stretto on the opening part of the subject. 
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It is not necessary to go through the Fugue in detail, since 
the remainder of the material is .almost identical to those points 
already covered. The Fugue employs middle entries in the tonic and 
other nearly related keys, i.e., the keys of the relative minor and 
dominant major. The episodes are based on excerpts from either the 
subject or the suspensions of the two counter-subjects. For the most 
part an eighth note basic rhythm is maintained, the rhythm being 
supplied by all the voices, i.e., the lack of the basic rhythm in 
one part is made up by the presence of it in another part. The Fugue 
comes to a close with a final forte restatement of the subject in t he 
lower voice. 
The episodes of the Fugue appear to be essentially homophonic. 
The system of repeating a rhythmic-melodic section _one whole tone 
higher (as in the Fantaisie) is definitely not a Baroque device. In 
fact, it is not a Rococo device either, and does not come into common 
use until considerably after the time of Ernst Bach. 
The work has a tendency to become long · and drawn out. This is 
probably due to a lack of material since Ernst Bach is forced to repeat 
almost identically the same episode at different sections of the Fugue . 
In comparing the Fantasie and Fugue in G roinor by Carl Philip 
Dmanuel Bach with the Ernst Bach Fantasie and tugue we find that the 
Fantasies have a few points in common while the Fugues are completely 
different. The Philip Emanuel Bach Fantasie has both virtuoso _and 
melody passages. The virtuoso sections are similar to the free sections 
in the Ernst Bach Fantasie. The melodic sections however are not as 
clearly defined as those in the Ernst Bach work. The Philip Emanuel 
Bach Fantasie does not employ a melodic-rhythmic pattern as we found 
in the Ernst Bach Fantasie. Philip Emanuel tries to get away from the 
contrapuntal influence of the Baroque period, and succeeds to a certain 
degree, but although the episodes or quasi-melodic sections of the 
Fantasie are homophonic, they are clumsy and cto not actually add any 
int erest to the Fantasie. 
The subject of the Philip Emanuel Bach Fugue is not as modulatory 
as that of Ernst Bach. In fact, the Fugue itself is not in the same 
idiom as the Ernst Bach Fugue. It is more contrapuntal throughout while 
the Ernst Bach Fugue is an alternation of contrapuntal and harmonic 
(the main sections of the Fugue such as subject, counter-subject, middle-
entry, etc. are contrapuntal while the episodes and coda are homophonic). 
31JID:.; ,RY ariD CONCLUSION 
The rorks of Johann Bernhard Bnch, a lthough nof, the most advanced 
of hi s time, show his ability t o express himself in the common forms 
of hi s period . His Overtures are steppi ng stones leading to the 
Orchestral suites of Sebastian Bach . lthough at the present time it 
is impossible to make an analysis of the remaining three Overtures 
( due to political reasons) it can be a.sswned from the analysis of 
the First Overture in G minor that there are more comparisons which 
can be made between Bernhard Ba ch and Sebastian Bach. In the v arious 
dances of the First Overture a great deal of melodic ability is 
revealed. .A numb er of the themes are worthy of Sebastian Bach h:irn.self. 
The Fantaisie and .~ir are very carefully planned and are interesting 
melodically . The Overture would definitely make a worthwhile addition 
to the comparatively limited repertory of Pre-Sebastian Bach composers . 
It is a good example of the degree of melody writing achieved before 
Se ba.stian Bach. 
The organ works of Bernhard Bach follow the general style of 
Pc.chelbel ' s organ works. I n the ' chorale preludes the chorale melody 
is seldom varied; following the method of Scheidt he gives the chorale 
melody the principal role. The chorale preludes are of a devotional 
nature, and cannot be considered as a virtuoso type composition. The 
chorale melody is richly ornamented, but not to the degree that it may 
be considered technically difficult . 
The first variation of the Chorale Partita Du Fried.fll.rst Herr 
Jesu Christ by Bernhard Bach is in a bicinium setting ( 2 parts); the 
first variation of each of the three Chorale Partitas (Chorale Variations) 
I 
by Sebastian Bach ( Christ, der du bist der helle Tag; Q. Gott, du 
rt 11 
frommer Gott, Sei gegrusset, Jesu gutig) are also in bicinium. This 
similarity of a fi rst-variation bicinium setting may possibly be due 
to an influence of Bernhard Bach on the Chorale Partitas of Sebastian 
Ba ch. ..:-ilthough the bicinium setting was employed earlier by Samuel 
Scheidt, the handling of this form by Bernhard Bach is more si milBr 
to the idiom of Sebastian Bach than are the Scheidt settings. In 
the later variations the Sebastian Bach Chorale Partitas become 
considerably more involved than the Chorale Partita by Bernhard Bach. 
Judging from his music Johann Bernhard Bach appears to have been 
more interested in creating enjoyable and practicru. music than adding 
innovations to the existing forms. His music leans toward the incor-
poration of singable and lyric melodies which , although still in the 
contrapuntal idiom of his time, look fonvard to the homophonic melodies 
of the next generation. 
The works of Johann '~rnst Bach reflect the homophonic tendencies 
of his generation. His works are richly ornamented and his harmonies 
reveal a thorough knowledge of both t he harmonic and contrapuntal 
devices of his t~ne. 
11 The two arias from the cantata Kein Stu...11dlein geht dahin are the 
only available examples of his use of coloratura passages. l 1is 
Passionsoratorium and the ?armnlung are written in a straightforward 
idiom. The author of the text of the Passion oratorio is not known. 
'l'he t ext reveals the Italian influence of the eight eenth century 
I' 
I 
in t he interpolation of poetic medit2.tion between passages of bib _i.ca l 
text. 
The texts of the ?ables are wr itten by various poet s of . the period 
o.f ~~rnst Bach. The music of the i ndi vidual F bles does not remain the 
same f or each st nza; if the mood of the Fable changes and the opening 
mel ody is nn longer sui+.able for the next stanza, a melody more i n keep:.. 
ing with the ne'l stanza is added. Of the eighteen F bl es ln the 
co lection fifteen employ a figured-b ss accom_animent ~>~ hile t here-
maining three Fables have both hands o.f the accompani ment f 1 .ly 
writ ten out. The voice and the a ccompani ment serve t o set the proper 
mood f or the text. 
The instrumental work s of Ernst Bach which hav-e been discussed 
in the t hesis t narnely the three Sonatas f or Clavier and Violln and 
the Fant asia and Fugue i n F) show the homophonic tendencies of his 
generation . I n Jus sonatas f or Clavier and Violi n Ernst Ba ch, like 
his contempor aries Schobert and ~.:ondonville uses the violin as an 
a cconpanying i nstrument. However he allow s the violin to participe.te 
to a gr eater extent in the melodic l ife of the music . 
rrhe Fantais ie and Fugue in F can be br oken up into sect i ons of 
harl'lonic and contrapu_11.tal texture . The Fantaisie employs .free sections 
and metered sections _: the free sections are a display of virtuosity, 
while the sections in definite meter employ rhythmic melodic patterns 
used in a harmo nic manner. The Fugue is also broken up into t extural 
sections . The basic divisions of t he fugue are i n contrapuntal t exture; 
t he episodes , in harmonic texture . 
-'Jhile the works of Bernhard Bach show a tendency toward melody 
writing , the works of his son '':rnst Bach are definitely in the homophonic 
st~rle of his generation. ~7hile Bernhard Bach 1 s works were conventional 
harmoni cally, Ernst Bach 's works in many instances surpassed t hose of 
his contemporarie s in the freedom of his harmony, particularly i n the 
use of non- harmonic tones. Ernst Bach was more original than his father, 
yet like him he composed with a definite purpose in mind; he ·wrote 
practical and usable music. 
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